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Winship to be honored
by T. KORTEN

Thomas Winship, editor of the
Boston Globe, will be presented with
this year's Lovejoy Award for his long,
distinguished , and sometimes
dangerous career in news reporting and
editing. .
^
Winship was selected by a committee of established journalists and
editors from The McClatchy
Newspapers (Calif.), The Boston
Globe (Mass.), St. Petersburg Times

(Fla.), and the Chicago Tribune (IL).
He will receive a medallion and his
name will be p laced with the other
Lovejoy recipients in the Lovejoy
building. Normally the award recipient
would also receive an honorary degree
from Colby, but Winship already has
a Colby degree. On Nov. 9 there will
be a formal dinner in his honor as well
as a formal address that Winship will
make to local media and to Colby
students.
The award is presented annually in

A deat h for

freedom of press
by LISA RATTHKE

the St. Louis OBSERVER and soon
married.
' '1 have sworn eternal opposition to
At first , Lovejoy 's moderate
slavery and, by the blessings of .God. writings about slavery were acceptable
I will never go back... As long as J am in Missouri , a slave state. Lovejoy
an American citizen and as long as criticized a court decision involving the
American blood runs in these veins. I entrapment and murder of a slave. As
shall hold myself at liberty to speak, a result; Lovejoy's press was destroyed
to write, and to publish whatever I and home burglarized. Lovejoy movp lease, being amenable to the laws of ed to Illinois, a free state, and wrote
my country for the same."
successfully for one year. His opinions
of slavery became more severe in 1837
Elijah Parish Lovejoy when he published an editorial conSpeech to the Citizens demning slavery . His press was smashed and he purchased another which
was again destroyed..Lovejoy's.friends
Elijah Parish Lovejoy was born in formed a militia which fought against
Albion , Maine on November 6, 1802. the attacking mob-and killed one. The
He graduated from Waterville College mob set fire to the building, which
(now .Qolby) as valedictorian and a housed his press, killing Lovejoy. He
class poet in 1826. At age 27, he was buried on November 9,. 1837, his
entered the Princeton Theological thir ty-fith birthday . Lovejoy was the
Seminary, but was persuaded to first martyr to courageously support
establish a religious newspaper in St. freedom of press.
Louis. Lovejoy became the editor of
The Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award ,
established in 1952, annually honors a
journali st who carries on the
characteristics of Lovejoy himself. The
purpose of the award is to honor the
There are four students on
memory of Elijah Parish Lovejoy,
campus who are registered
stimulate and honor the success of
notary publics, and who can ,
Lovejoy's own courageous actions,
therefore, register others to vote
and to encourage a mutual responsibiliin Maine.
ty between the freedom of press in the
They are: Peter Marchesi
journalistic world . and . the academic
(2527), Dorisann Weber (2507),
freedom in a liberal arts college. The
Bob MacDonald (2553), and
awarded journalist may be an editor ,
Tom Ferris (2450).
Continued on page 7
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Assault investigation slow
by NASH ROBBINS

The Colby woman who was
assaulted by a group of men last week
was unable to identify any of her
assailants from a program with pictures of the Union football team sent
by that school.
"They sent a prpgram for a game
with Hobart , but the only shots that
are really large enough to identify
anybody from are the individual shots
of the Seniors," said Colby 's Dean of
Students Janice Seitzinger. The other
photographs were of groups with from
ten to 20 people in each.
Seitzinger has asked Union to send
other photographs of the 45 to 50
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students on its travelling football team.
That school is also sending a copy of
last year's program, which will have
pictures of recent graduates who might
have come to Colby with the football
team. "We're trying to get as many
photos as we can," said Seitzinger.
At Union , both the Athletic Director and the football coach have talked
to each member of the football team ,
according to Colby's Athletic Director
Dick McGee. The only student wljo admitted to being out of tbe team's motel
after the 10 p.m. curfew was the player
Seitzinger found on campus last week,
he said.
'They are very concerned and
upset, "said McGee. "They seem to
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want to cooperate, but they can't get
very far. "
"They are very troubleed ,"agreed
Seitzinger, "but they hope that we can
give them more than j ust a sweater as
evidence that Union students are involved," something such as the identification of someone through their
photograph. "They 're waiting to see
what happens, as I would. I would
say,"Tell me who did it,"she added.

The woman was assaulted during an
invitational party held last week, while
the Union football team was staying in
Waterville before playing Colby. One
of her assailants was wearing a maroon
Union
football
sweater.

Frats win one , may lose some
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Thomas Winship

Since last year's trustee decision to abolish fraternities
at Colby, the fraternities have undertaken three lawsuits.
The first suit which the fraternities won last year will probably hurt their chances of winning the other two.
Last fall , the Colby fraternities won a lawsuit against the
city of "Waterville which declared that the fraternity houses
should be tax exempt because they are a part of Colby housing. Colby enjoys exemption because the college is a nonprofit organization. Since the fraternity houses are located
on Colby property and house Colby students , this lawsuit
went in the fraternities ' favor. But was it really in their
favor?
After the trustee decision in January to abolish fraternities and turn their houses into dormitories , fraternity
members no longer wanted to bc considered "a part of Colby housing, " said Colby president William Cotter.
Instead , the fraternities tried lo claim that they were corporations which exist as separate entities from Colby College. Therefore, they claimed , the college did not have the
right to take over their houses for dorm use.
In May, a group ol Colby fraternity alumni and representatives of the national chapters went to court to try to stop
Colby from renovating. This lawsuit was filed in iwp parts.
The first part of this suit was called a prelim inarjwnjunc-

Feeding time at Johnson Pond
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the memory of Elijah Parish Lovej oy ,
a Colby alumni from the class of 1826.
Lovej oy was the editor of many
newspapers and was also an outspoken
critic of slavery. On Nov. 7, 1837, in
Alton , IL, he defended his press
machine from a violent and angry
mob, who were protesting his position
on slavery. Lovejoy was shot and died
in this riot. He was the country 's first
martyr for freedom of the press.
The Lovejoy Award , established in
1952 by Colby College, honors
members of the newspaper profession
who have upheld integrity and courage
with regard to freedom of the press.
Since the 1960's, Winship has led a
distinguished career in newspaper
reporting and editing. His support of
integration in Boslon public schools
during the sixties brought many angry
responses, including a sniper fire.
Some of the Globe's printing presses
still have bullets lodged in them from
this event. Winship will be retiring at
the end of this year, leaving behind a
distinguished career, similar to that of
Elijah Parish Lovej oy.
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tion which was filed against Colby to stop the college from
taking immediate renovation actions. The fraternities los t
this suit. However , the second part , called a permanent injunction , would require Colby to give the fraternities back
their houses in their present state. This injunction is still
pending, but Cotter said, "The fraternities are arguing contractual rights to their -houses , but there is no precedent in
the United States that says a college must have fraternities. ''
In the Maine Supreme Court decision on the preliminary
injunction , it states that "The college has the power to expel the fraternity corporations from the property subject
to reimbursement of construction costs. " Furthermore .
"The College tinder the agreement retains the power to control who resides in the fraternity houses. "
President Cotter said that "They (the fraternities ) can call
for a trial on the second injunction but they would bc using the same evidence, and there is little hope of victory , '*
There is a third dispute which the fraternities ' attorney,
Jed Davis , feels the fraternities should win , This dispute
concerns $1000 of tax refund s which Colby paid out of the
fraternit y operatin g funds in 1981 and 1982, The City of
Waterville had possession of these funds , but has recently
turned them over to the Maine Supreme Court. "The city
of Waterville wants no part in this dispute. V£e. have filed
a summary judgment - a shorthand procedure which gets
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by LIZ STEWART

benefits," something that Mondale
says he did right after the 1980
The main interest of this week's elections.
Presidential campaign has been focusAddressing the issue of leadership,
ed on Sunday's debate and its prepara- Mondale accused Reagan of being a
tion. The chief issues discussed in the "showman," not a leader. He said that
debate were the deficit , social securi- Reagan does not face up to the realities
ty, leadership, and moral rights.
of the deficit or of Lebanon. He said
The most repeated issue was the na- that Reagan does not see it like it realtion's deficit and plans for its reduc- ly is and does not use the power of the
tion. Mondale stated that he laid out White House to control nuclear
his plan to reduce the deficit through weapons.
a tax-hike and he now demanded that
Reagan defined leadership as a belief
Reagan lay out his plan so that the in the people and the willingness to do
voters can make a judgement. the things that are needed and moralReagan argued that his plan of ly right for the people.
reducing government spending and inAsked if he thought the Democratic
creasing economic growth will even- party was out of sync with the populus,
tually cause the disappearance of the Mondale responded by stating that the
deficit. He added that the deficit is a people will increasingly come to the
direct result of high government spen- cause of the Democratic party because
ding, and in his administration govern- it stands for what the people want. The
ment spending has been reduced from people wanf arms control , a lower
17 percent to 6.1 percent; if it can be deficit , and fewer foreign imports, he
held at 5 percent, the deficit will be said, and these are the same desires of
eliminated , he said. He also pointed the Democratic party. As the record
out that his administration has not in- develops, the people will see that this
creased domestic spending. Reagan is is true , he said.
going to continue with his plan because
Reagan said that the people want
he claims that it has worked so far and decentralization, reduced inflation, less
is continuing to do so.
taxes, more jobs, and less crime. He
Mondale argued that Reagan 's plan said that his administration has acof economic growth and decrease in complished these goals.
government spending will not end the
Turning to the moral issues such as
deficit since the economy is tapering religion and abortion , Reagan was askoff because of poor foreign trade. He ed why he didn 't go to church or have
says that Reagan will cut government a minister come to the White House.
spending through Social Security, Reagan replied that going to church
Medicare , and student loan cuts. only endangered
his entire
Reagan responded by saying that he congregation.
will "never reduce Social Security
Continued on page 8

SUNDAY

1 :34 a.m. Dana 3rd floor - complaint
about people being loud. One student
talked abusively to Security.

1 :30 a.m. Two individual vandalized
phone- on 1st foor Heights.

Broken window reported on second
1 :45 a.m. Party at Heights - some floor Roberts.
damage done - beer bottles broken ,
bathroom vent kicked in. Security has Two fire alarms pulled in library.
name and is investigating.
Hole kicked in wall of 2nd floor
Individual found passed out by Hillside West.
Johnson Pond. He was from town.
Security escorted him home.
11:03 p.m. - Attempted break-in to a
room in the basement of Pepper, PerIndividual on campus who.is banned son put hand through screen. But stufrom campus. Security got rid of him. dent came into room before anything
was stolen.
11:45 p.m. Dog locked in car with
N.Y. plates. Security found owner to Waterville Police reported a red Translet dog out.
Am heading for Colby at 90 mph,

Third Floor

October 11. 1984

El Salvador's rebel forces have finally agreed to talk with government
representatives about ways of ending
the five year old civil war in that country. The decision came Tuesday ,
following five months of secret exploratory moves.
.
1
House and Senate negotiators are
still trying to reach an agreement on
legislation to keep most of the govern-

ment operating, but talks came to a
standstill Tuesday when the forces failed to agree on key military spending
items.
The deadlock means that Congress,
which hoped to adjourn last week, will
be in session even longer. At issue is
a compromise spending package to
provide about $470 billion for the remainder of the fiscal year which began
Oct. 1

San Francisco's public health director ordered 14 gay bathhouses and sex
clubs to close immediately, accusing
them of "fostering disease and death"
by allowing indiscriminate sexual contacts than can spread AIDS.
These 14 establishments are not
fostering gay liberation," Dr. Mervyn
Silberman said when he annonced the
closures, "they are fostering disease
and death. "" - ¦

Bowdoin College recently kicked off
a fund raising campaign which, it is
hoped , will net $56 million for the
school in five years.
Named "Campaign for Bowdoin",
the fund raising effort has already
taken in over SI9 million in various
gifts. The money will go to scholarship
funds, faculty positions, academic support, and also to construction and
renovation.
- The Bowdoin Orient

Clerical arid technical workers at
Yale University have been onstrike
since Sept. 29, when a wage and pension proposal was refused by the
school. Negotiations hav e come to a
halt , although the roughly 1800
workers are picketing the buildings
daily.
School , however, goes on. Professors unwilling to cross picket lines
are holding classes elsewhere, and
although janitors and kitchen workers

are honoring the strike and refusing to
work, students have been given $72.80
each week to pay for meals.
- The Wesleyan Argus

Campus Life

How do you
feel ab out
Lisa Birnbach 's
review of Colby?

The Wesleyan faculty has approved a
new system for advising, which makes
all members take on duties as student
advisors. The plan retains a stipend for
advisors which, under the original proposal, was to be eleiminated.
- The'Wesleyan Argus

SANDY REMINGTON: "I thought
that she was a little _ off base;.
Everybody here is on the go... We have
to work , especially during exam week.
If she had come at any other time, she
would have seen us in a different
light."

MARY SHEPARD: "I don't see how
she can generalize about any school
that way .When she says that we lack
extra-curricular participation , she's
wrong... 102 people went out for crew
club in its first year. "

Security Rep ort
SATURDAY

?m . rriado * . .1

SCOTT BUNKER: "Maybe if we
laughed it would show others that she
didn 't really hit home."

Founded in 1877 , the Echo is
published weekly except during vacation and «xam period by the students
of Colby College.
All correspondence should bc addressed to the Editor , Colby ECHO,
Colby College, Waterville , ME
04901. Subscriptions arc available at
$12 per school year.
POSTMASTER: Send address
changes to The Colby Echo, Colby
College, Waterville. ME 04901)
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Carstens speaks
on South Africa
• by BILL DONAHUE

development for these areas. He accused the government of instituting this
law solely to maintain white
supremacy. He argued that it was not
even economically advantageous for
whites. "Prosperity will spread if you
expand your market. " These policies,
because they leave wealth concentrated , inhibited the expansion of the

"The blacks of South Africa are being treated in such a way that slavery
is a benign institution in comparison,"
said Ken Carstens, executive director
of the International Defense and Aid
Fund for Southern Africa , last Thursday night.
Carstens, who lived m South Africa
until the 1960's, explained that white
South Africans have perpetuated
racism in South Africa to maintain a
cheap labor force and to guarantee
their own economic prosperity . There
is high unemployment among black
South Africans; white employers offer
low wages and don 't concern
themselves with the well being of the
blacks. "If I had a slave, it would be
in my best interests to assure the wellbeing "of that slave," Carstens said.
In South Africa , the richest African
nation in Africa , the wealth is so
unevenly distributed , Carstens said ,
th a t ,"The blacks are starving, while
the whites are almost dying from
overeating." To demonstrate the inequality, Carstens cited the example of
land distribution.
The South African government,
dominated by whites, has reserved only
13 percent of the land for black
homesteads. Blacks constitute 83 percent of the population. Carstens
characterized these homesteads as
"overcrowded , rural slums."
Carstens also said that until recently the South African government prohibited whites from investing in the
homelands; this stifled economic

marl , rt

The South African government is
now encouraging whites to invest in
black areas, but Carstens does not feel
that this will lead to better racial relations. "It is too little, too late," he
said. This action is what Carstens calls
"political play to get its western allies
off its backs." The South African
government has made several apparent
improvements for its minorities. For
instance , the August parliamentary
election marked the first time ever that
blacks and Indians were allowed to
vote. However, these two races have
autonomy only in matters concerning
their own race and can be overruled by
the Prime Minister.
"The international community fears
a responsibility for the racial inequality
of South Africa , neither the U.S. nor
Britain has raised a finger to help those
who are fighting for democracy in
South Africa ," Carstens said. Instead ,
he argued, these nations have hindered
the quest for democracy. "I complain
about America getting involved , not
about it not getting involved ," he said.
According to him, the U.S. is "sending
things to South Africa that it shouldn 't
be sending."
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Battles for peace in Germany

Continued on page 6
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Reasonable Prices /Promp t Service
Conven i en tly Located in the Concourse

by MEGHAN GASEY
"Peace movements in East and West
Germany" was the subject of a lecture
last Monday evening by Joyce
Mushaben , Professor of Political
Science at the University of Missouri.
The current peace-movement in West
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Germany, she said , has had . three she asserted, there are weapons which
stages so far. The first began at the have 70 or 150 km ranges. These
Lutheran Symposium where 130,000 weapons, if launched , would not land
young people demonstrated against the in Moscow , but in East, or even West
theme of the symposium, which was Germany. Their purpose is to create an
"Fear Not. "
area of destruction which could not be
This stage, which Muchaben describ- marched through.
ed as characterized by "existential
Their third goal is to create a zone
angst ,"" culminated in a large of the same size free of conventional
demonstration several months later in weapons. The fourth goal of the group
Bonn.
is to disengage the two Germanics from
The second stage was a battle against their respective blocs. And their fifth
what the United States terms their goal is to institutionalize negotiations
"flexible response" program. Flexible between the two Germanics.
response means that in the event of
"They are starting a tradition of
some small battle between the U.S. and non-violent civil disobedience ,"
the USSR, a small nuclear weapon Mushaben said of the activists. "There
could be dropped instead of a large has never been such a tradition in
megaton nuclear weapon. The German Germany.
peace activists object to this theory
Some of the accomplishments thus
because if a "small nuclear weapon " far of the peace movement have been
were dropped on a Soviet bloc coun- to educate the German people (75 pertry it would likely come from West cent of Germans were opposed to the
Germany and go to East Germany.
recent deployment of U.S. missiles in
The third stage, Mushaben said , Germany), introduce ethics and
began with Helmu Coles election, and morality to some degree into politics ,
culminated in an "Action Week" last
and to develop a better understanding
October when there were many proof German government among the
tests and demonstrations.
German people.
The peace movement is aiming for
In the future they hope to institua five-goal European Peace movement.
tionalize ties between the peace
Their first and most important goal is
movements of various countries ,
a nuclear freeze.
develop usable alternative to nuclear
Their second goal is to create a
weapons, and to try to eliminate strucnuclear free zone which would reach
tural violence. Mushaben describes this
300 km on either side of the German
structural violence as "the violence
border. In West Germany right now , built into our systems. "
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Deficit : "Simply arithmetic"
by SARAH GRAVES
"In science, the questions change; in my field, the answers
change." So began Nobel Laureate in economics, Lawrence
Klein, at his lectuie Thursday night.
Klein focused on "The Bad and Good Sides of the Federal
Deficit ," which he described as "simply arithmatic; the
deficit is the excess of federal expenditures over receipts."
At this point , the deficit is hovering around 170 billion
dollars , yet Klein insists that it could be reduced to about
100 billion if certain policies, such as those concerned with
higri employment were pursued.
Klein illustrated his lecture by presenting slides of Gross
National Product curves and unemployment curves to show
how our current environment is one of recovery, with some
cyclic rhythm in terms of GNP, and slight rise in inflation.
On the bad side, the high deficit entails many problems,
such as "crowding out," which plots gross private domestic
investment against government surplus. Another complication is that other countries attribute part of their financial
hardship to the high value of the dollar, which was brought
on by our huge deficit. However, Klein asserted that the
deficit isn't an acute problem now; it will be in the future.
While examining possible solutions, Klein asked,"How
is it that we can have the problem of the deficit and the
improving economy simultaneously?" It is, Klein stated ,
something inherent in our present fiscal structure that makes
the deficit remain.
Klein recommends stricter fiscal and easier monetary
policy. However, the problem needs an enactment of a
stricter fiscal policy. Although strong growth in the economy
contributes "to a lessening in the budget deficit, Klein asserted
that we can't rely on growth in the economy to single-

handedly bring about a reduction of the deficit; ''Doing
nothing is the worst possible thing."
Klein 's solution is to cut down the deficit by tax reform
and by cutting military and civil expenditures. However,
if the government made an effort to reduce the deficit, it
would then expect the Federal Reserve to make credit more
readily available. Since the Federal Reserve operates independently of the government, it cannot be forced to offer credit.
A brief question and answer period followed the lecture.
It focused on the subject of whether military spending is
good or bad . Klein stated,"There's no doubt that heavy
military spending is a drain on the bud get. The Israeli
Government is a clear example of the policy of spending
a large amount on the military - clearly this has killed Israel's
economy." He continued , "Reagan aims for a much higher
military figure than Carter did. If we try to run an economy
with such large military expenditures, something else will
have to go. Military spending has to compete with other
spending, and at some point a choice has to be made; we
can 't have everything."
Klein was also asked whether the sale of nationally owned land would be a possible way to reduce the deficit , as
Margaret Thatcher is doing. His reply was that this would
mainly be "window dressing." He stated , "The figure is
too big for this kind of revenue to make a difference. It 's
a possible way to help, but not a solution to the problem. "
Klein won the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences in 1980,
is a founder of Wharton Econometrics, an economic forcasting firm , and graduated with a Ph.D. from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Klein inaugurates the Christian A. Johnson lecture series,
which were developed to address major issues in economic
policy.

New
campus
newspaper
planned

Professor of Religion Michael Birkel (above) and Professor of
Phil osophy San dra Me nssen

New professors in
two departments
by MEGAN CASEY
"I am a house-husband turned professor ," Professor of Religion Michael
Birkel says, refering to the fact that he
spent last year living in Augusta while
his wife went to medical school.
Birkel , whose specialty is
monasticism, has been appointed to
take the place of Professor Thomas
Longstaff who is on sabatical this year.
He is currently teaching "Bib Lit" and
"Heritage of Western Religion." Next
semester he will also teach a course in
Western Spirituality and during
January he will teach a Jan Plan called "Religious Responses to War and
"Violence. "
Birkel , who formerly taught at
Earlham College in Indiana , received
his Ph.D. from Harvard , and is still
working on his dissertation there on a
fifth century Greek monk called Nilas
of Anhara .
Of Colby, Birkel says,"l like it. The
people are friendly and the students
seem to be responsible and self
confident. "
Prior to, as he puts it, "following
my wife to Maine;, " she "followed "

him to Germany where he was a
Fulbright scholar . In his free time , he
plays the tenor banjo in an Irish Folk
Ensemble, hikes , goes biking, and does
"peace work ."
5*
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Professor of Philosophy Sandra
Menssen .is teaching this semester in
her first full time teaching job. She has
been appointed to take the place of
Professor Yeager Hudson who is on
sabbatical in Sri Lanka.
This semester Menssen is teaching
"Philosophical Anthropology " and
"Nature and God. " During January
she will teach a Jan Plan in "Evil In
Literature and Philosophy. "
Meussen did both her graduate and
undergraduate degrees at the University of Minnesota. She finished her
disertation on "The Problem of Evil"
just two weeks before the beginning of
school this year.
. She plays the recorder and enjoys
Medieval and Renaissance music. She
says she's glad to be in Maine because
she enjoys hiking and walking and
"This is one of the best places to do
that. "
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Although no shortage of reading
materials exist within the Colby community, one group on campus feels
that coverage isn 't complete, particularly during a presidential election
year. The missing ingredient is a
politically oriented newspaper with a
distinctive Colby touch.
In response to this gap, a newspaper
dubbed "The Colby Crossfire" is now
in the planning stages. The founder
and Editor-in-Chief , Ed Michaud , is
very enthusiastic about the paper and
hopes for a protocol issue before the
November 6 elections.
An executive editorial staff has been
established with a managing editor,
news editor, columnist editor, feature
editor , advertising manager , and
photography editor. These positions
are filled by Josh Slavitt, Kurt Fischer,
Dave Sullivan , Henry Lee, and
Heather Morton respectively. The
photography editor is yet to bc
determined.
The purpose of "The Colby
Crossfire," according to the editorial
staff , is to enhance political awareness,
combat political apathy, and provide
an opportunity for Colby students and
faculty to express political opinions,
They hope it will be a learning* and
benificial experience for all involved ,
The newspaper is similar t o "The
Bowdoin Patriot, " which is p ri nt ed
monthly, and chiefly covers politics
and American government. "The Colby Crossfire"will do the same with an
emphasis on political issues, elections,
governmental policies' and Institutions,
and political opinions. Some campus
news will also see print, but local, state,
and federal news will dominate.
The paper will rest somewhat on the
right of the political spectrum. Despite
its conservative base , however,. the
editorial staff is encouraging and
soliciting views other than those expressed by the writers and columnists,
The staff noted that the articles and
columns wouldn 't b e p olitically
homogeneous - some diversification of
political views will exist, particularly
in the columns.
Continued on pago B
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Health Bea t

Conj unctivitis , aka red eye

body in the eye, iridocyclitis (inflammation of the iris and
muscles of the pupil) and hemorrJhage under the conjunctiva (from direct injury or sudden pressure as with vomiting).
The most common eye.disease in this country is acute conWhen infectious conjunctivitis is diagnosed, treatment can
junctivitis. The conjunctiva are the transparent, mucous
begin. Symptoms of viral and bacterial conjunctivitis can
membranes and associated blood vessels that line the eyelids
easily overlap. Smears and cultures of eye discharge can be
and cover the front of the eyeballup to the edge of the cordone to identify the exact type of infection but practically
nea (the clear tissue over the iris and pupil). The suffic "speaking the expense and poor results are not always worth
his " is medical terminology which implies inflammation.
it. Therefore smears and cultures are usually done when,
Thus when membranes become inflamed or infected the conand if , the initial treatment fails.
dition is called conjunctivitis. Acute conjunctivitis can be
An antibiotic ointment or drops are prescribed to cover
a discrete disease itself or may be part of other, more comthe good chance of a bacterial cause. Symptoms respond
plex , eye diseases.
quite promptly with application of medications every few
The usual cause of conjunctivitis is infection. Often called
hours. If the infection is viral, symptoms will clear on their
"pink eye," infectious conjunctivitis is produced by viruses,
own over several days and antibiotics will not have any parbacteria , and by an organism called Chlamydia which is a
ticular effect. Herpes viral conjunctivitis requires special
major source of blindness in Third World Nations. Viruses
medication and careful care from an opthalmologist.
that cause common colds, and other general illnesses can
Allergic conjunctivitis can be helped with antihistamines,
also infect the conjunctiva of one or both eyes. The eyelids
desensitization shots, and corticosteroid drops. Such cormay be a bit swollen and red . The blood vessels of the conticosteroid drops must be used very cautiously as incorrect
junctiva of the lid and eyeball become congested and visiuse can lead to serious complications. Eyelids that are
ble, giving the eye a "blood-shot" appearance. The eye may
"Glued " shut from dried discharge can be gently soaked
feel a little grainy or irritated and there may be some
and cleansed by warm compresses to ease the eyelids open.
mucousy, yellowish discharge. The lymphnode just in front
Contact lens are not used until all symptoms of infection
of the ear may be swollen and tender. Herpes viruses may
are cleared.
also cause viral conjunctivitis and affect the cornea, resulting
Since viral and bacterial conjunctivitis are quite conin possible scarring and permanent damage.
tagious those infected should not share towels, eyeglasses
Bacterial conjunctivitis is produced by Staphylococcal,
or eye cosmetics and keep their hands clean and away from
Streptococcal and Hemophilus bacteria, among others. Fretheir eyes. Contact lens wearers should be scrupulous about
Ted Mayer, Colby s new Director of Dining Services, pose's with
quently, only one eye will be infected. Symptoms include
cleaning their lens routinely and insert and remove lens only
a friend.
moderate swelling of the eyelids and a heavy pus-like
after their hands have been washed. Saliva should never be
discharge from the eye. The conjunctiva are very red and
used to moisten lens for insertion. Open bottles, tubes and
inflamed. Surprisingly, although bacterial conjunctivitis can
cases of eye cosmetics are terrific Breeding grounds for
produce a rather angry, messy looking eye, the discomfort
organisms that can cause conjunctivitis . Eye make-up should
is not very severe. Allergic conjunctivitis is usually seasonal
be completely replaced every 2-3 months, even if not comand depends on the presence of warm weather and pollens
pletely used up, and should not be shared with others.
or fungal spores. Eye cosmetics can produce local allergic
Handling deodorant and hair sprays carefully will prevent
reactions in sensitive, individuals. There is intense itching
conjunctivitis from chemical irritants. Wearing protective
and irritation to both eyes and mild conjunctial redness .
or tinted glasses or goggles to protect eyes from wind , dust
The eyelids are very swollen. If there is any discharge from
and foreign bodies, and light damage will cut down on
the eye it is watery and clear. Sneezing and nose and sinus
physically induced conjunctivitis. Red or painful eyes or
organized which can better accomcongestion can add to the discomfort.
by SUSAN JACOBSON
unusual visual changes (blurring, "haloes" around lights,
modate
the desires of the students
Careful examination of the eye must be performed to rule
dimming or loss of vision) need prompt attention. It may
within
a
particular
Commons. Mayer
out other possible causes of inflamed conjunctiva such as;
Colby students no longer need to be
only be a simple conjunctivitis but vision is too precious
feels
that
besides
strengthening
Comacute glaucoma (elevated pressure within the eye), a foreign
subjected to the dull and unappetizing
to ignore any problems with your . eyes.
mons
unity,
the
new
system
will
simpmeals usually associated with college
ly
be
more
appealing
and
personalizdining halls.Thanks to the new Commons system, and Ted Mayer , Colby's ed for everyone. """
"The possibilities are endless," said
new Director of Dining Services,
Mayer.
"This is exciting . We want
The committee included , Cotter students here will now be actively instudents
involved in their food
says, both Overseers and outside ex- volved with the food service and will
departments.
by paul Mcdonough
service."
workings
of
have
input
into
the
inner
Dean of the College, Earl Smith , perts. The members of this committee
However, Mayer also explained that
were Sol Hurwitz , the senior vice- the dining system.
The Department of Publications and says that all departments except
the student input into the menus will
Many
cnanges
nave
taicen
piace
in
president of the Committee for
Public Affairs was reviewed by the Physical Education have now been
food service this year. With the crea- take time. First, a certain amount of
Colby Overseers Committee last reviewed. Starting next year, the Economic Development in New York ,
tion
of the position of student food working knowledge of food costs and
Tiiesdav.
Overseers Committees will begin their who was this committee 's chairman;
representatives
and the newly formed restrictions of the kitchens is required.
David Marson , '48, chairman of the
This committee was just one of over second visits.
Dining
Services
Committee, students The members of the Dining Services
The Department of Publications is Alumni Council of the New Can Comthirty Overseer Committees that have
will
now
have
the
chance to change the Committee will tour their Commons
visited Colby over the past 5 years, ac- responsible for printing such as pany in Holbrook , Mass; R. Keith
menus
and
reserve
their dining halls for kitchen to take a look at individual
cording to President Cotter. These catalogs, brochures, and the Colby Moore, vice-president, University
Mayer feels that facilities to see exactly what is available
Commons
functions.
committees review academic depart- Currents. The Public Affairs depart- Relations for Carnegie-Mellon Univerto them. The appliances, staff , and
this
is
the
biggest
change.
ments, such as English and Music, as ment is responsible for printing official sity in Pittsburgh; Ed Cony, '44, Viceplace," capacity of each dining hall vary, and
"This
year
the
system
is
in
well as Administrative departments, college news releases. The committee President of News for the Wall Street
stated Mayer. "Each of the Commons this must be considered when students
such as Admissions and Health Ser- talked to people in these departments , J ournal; Warren J. Finnegan, '51, a
Chairs will work together to form a are formulating ideas for meals,
vices. The committees were started by to student employers within these member of the Trustee Committee on
Mayer also thinks that the new comDining Services Committee. Each
President Cotter and he feels that this departments, and to faculty represen- Development and Public Affairs; and
mittees will serve as yet another tie betCommons
Council
works
with
these
type of outside evaluation has been tatives. Dean Smith said that all went Linda L. Steele, Director of Comrepresentatives, who work with me." ween the students and the Dining Seruseful to the college in order that im- as expected. It will be a few months munications at Hollins College in
With such a large input from the vice workers at Colby. The food serVirginia.
provements can be made, i n var ious before a report is drafted.
students , more enj oyable menus will be vice staff must be able to react to the
students likes, dislikes, and opinions
about their meals. He feels that the
Committees will be a good way to have
the suggestions heard . Dining Services
managers are not ways readily
DATE:
DEANS ACTTON ON THE EXPLANATION OF SANCTIONS: CHARGES:
9/23/84
available to listen to these comments
RECOMMENDATION:
Both individuals had repeatedly been Destruction of college property .
and, perhaps the students would find
Accepted.
before the deans for this type of
CHARGES: .
easier to discuss problems and
SANCTIONS RECOMMENDED BY itthoughts
problem.
Breaking a bottle in the residence hall
with their peers, rath er t han
THE BOARD TO THE DEANS:
and failure to respond to the requests EXPLANATION OF SANCTIONS:
the staff.
Warning and 25 percent or $25 fine,
2nd Offense.
of the residence hall staff.
Imp rovements h ave also b een made
whichever is greater.
DATE:
in dining hall student staff
9/30/84
SANCTIONS RECOMMENDED BY
organizaion. Seven new student
DEANS ACTION ON . THE
DATE:
THE BOARD TO THE DEANS:
mana
gers , who oversee the other stuRECOMMENDATION :
9/23/84
CHARGES:
Warnin g and $25 fine.
dent employees, arc working to build
Accepted.
Use of firearms.
a healthy relationship between the stuchargesDEANS ACTION ON THE
workers and their dining hall jobs.
EXPLANATION OF SANCTIONS : dent
two individuals were charged with
RECOMMENDATION :
Hopefully, the Commons unity will be
1st Offense.
d istur b ing t he peace, and refusing t o SANCTIONS RECOMMENDED BY
Accepted.
reinforced here, too , wit h ind ivid ual
comply with request of residence hall THE BOA RD TO THE DEANS:
commons T-shir ts for employees, and
Warnin g and $100 fine.
EXPLANATION OF SANCTIONS: staff.
separate Dining Hall Staff meetings.
1st Offense.
"In on ly a few weeks' time, 1 think
DEANS ACTION ON THE
've d one a l o t," Ted Mayer comwe
The Judicial Board will send the
RECOMMENDATION:
mented
. "The Dining Halls have
ECHO summaries of the cases it has
SANCTIONS RECOMMENDED BY Accepted.
DATE:
already
been used for functions nnd
judged periodically. The sanctions the '
THE BOARD TO THE DEANS:
9/16/84
several
brunches
and special dinners
b oard may nse includ e a warni ng ,
For both, disciplinary action with no
have been planned."
disciplinary probation, suspension and
appeal; letters sent by registered mail
CHARGES:
He not ed t h nt Mary Low Commons
SANCTIONS:
expulsion. In addition to these mutualON
OF
apologizing for the noise and rudeness; EXPLANATI
Damage to college property.
has
already formed its food cornmitand let ters must be sent within 2 weeks The $100 fine is automatic ' It is stated ly exclusive sanctions, the board may tec, and h e has met wit h food serv ice
add one or more from a list that
In the handbook for a first offense.
SANCTIONS KECOMMENDED BY or suspension will occur.
representatives from that Commons.
includes-but it not limited to-fines ,
THE BOARD TO THE DEANS:
The all-college Dining Services Comthe removal of extracurricular acDisci plinary probation and 25 percent DEANS A CTION ON THE
tivities, alcohol counseling, notification
DATE:
cont on p. 7
RECOMMENDATION:
fine of damage.
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M ayer plans new
Sellers program

Overseers visits publications

Stu-J decisions
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McDowell on Black
Women's fiction

offered to
¦
non-residents ¦: _
BA

by MEGHAN CASEY

tion, as represented by Walker , deals
with the psyche and thought of black
Wit h quotes from "lola Le Roy," women. Walker , in what McDowell
by Francis Harper , and "The Color termed "a revision of a revision of
Purple," by Alice Walker, English pro- black female characters," discards the
fessor Deborah McDowell began her ideal image of the black heroine. She
lecture on the public vs. the private reveals her characters completely from
narrative in black women's fiction. Her the inside.
lecture took place Thursday afternoon ,
The change in characterization is
and was a part of the colloquium for best seen, McDowell asserted, in the
Women 's Studies, being offered this language of the two books. Harper 's
semester, h eaded by Professor Jane language is that of the refined person
Moss.
of her time. The language of "The Color Purple" is that of the poor ,
The distinction between the public southern, black woman. Celia, the lead
and private narrative, according to character in "The Color Purple," verMcDowell , does not lie in who reads balized this change by saying she refusthe work , because in that sense1 all fic- ed to write in words "peculiar to her
tion is public. The distinction lies in mind." "The Color Purple " is, accorwho in the novel the words are being ding to McDowell, "the only novel by
a black woman or man that treats the
said for.
Early black women 's fiction , black writer as heroine and allows her
represented by Harper , was public nar : to tell her own story in -her own
rative. It created heroines who were in words. "
Similarities do exist between the two
the image of the ideal white woman of
the times, ie. fragile , refined , chaste. authors, though , McDowell asserted .
This helped to do away with the Some of the letters in "The Color Purcharacterization of black women as ple" are written in the same style as
"nigger wenches" or "mammies" "lola Le Roy/' Also the history,
which were prevalent in Harper's time. culture, and creativity that both
It was a revisionist characterization , authors use is"basically the same. But
but it did not yet characterize a black by using the public or the private narrative, each author presents her heroine
woman as a whole person.
Contemporary black women's fic- differently.

• Africa

Continued from page *
Carstens gave three major reasons
for American reluctance to help the
blacks struggling for democracy in
South Africa. The first he cited was
"America's notorious obsession with
communism. Every American knows
that behind every door lurks a Commie," he joked. He viewed fear of
Communism as a "major aspect of
American foreign policy." South
African blacks have allied themselves
with Communists because the Communists have given them more
economic aid than western powers.
The final reason Carstens gave was

that the U.S. foreign policy is racist
and focuses more on the suffering of
whites than it does on that of blacks.
"Race is a factor in American foreign
policy. There is no getting around it,"
he said. While the political prisoners
in Poland are "household names," in
the U.S., he said, South African
political prisoners, because they are
black , are virtually unheard of.
Carstens said that he felt that blacks
could only gain an increase in rights if
they act militantly and if western
powers impose the sanction on the
South African government.
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by DAVID SCANNELL

The corner of the library stairs on a sunny day.

Table Tennis
Anyone?
by KAREN BUCKLEY
Looking for a change of pace? The
Colby Table Tennis Club could be the
answer.
The club, which came into existence
three years ago, is organized by president Stan Kuzia and vice presidents
Ron Currier and Charlie Hung.
On Monday nights, the club' practices from 6-9 p.m. The club also uses
this time to teach people interested in
learning to play or in perfecting their
game.
The club also sponsors weekly tournaments on Wednesday nights starting
at 6:30 p.m. in Roberts Loft . Kuzia
noted that players should arrive at 6
p.m. to warm up.
A one dollar entrance fee is charged for tournaments. Trophies are
awarded weekly to first , second , and

•Lawsuit

- Non-residential students will pay for
their courses on a per credit basis.
- A complete application will include
a complete transcript of all previous
high school and college level work,
SAT and Achievement scores, (if taken
within the last five years) and a letter
of recommendation.

third place winners. When there are
more than 20 players in an evening,
cash prizes accompany trophy awards.
Kuzia explained that the club is open
to anyone interested in playing. All
players are hanidcapped on the basis
of ability and experience. "Anyone
who wants to play should just come up
to the Loft for practice sessions and
tournaments," says Kuzia.
The club sponsored its first tournament on Wednesday, September 26.
First place winner was Eric Piesner; second place, Henry Lee; and third
place, Ned Case
Kuzia and his fellow officers would
like to see the club expand. "The club
has great potential. There is a lot of
skill and strategy involved in the game,
and it 's also a lot of fun. "

Continued from page 1
us out of this case and lets the court decide who the funds
should be appropriated to," said William Lee, Waterville's
city solicitor.
This move lets the court make the decision of whether
to give this money to the college to bc placed in the fraternities' operating fund or to be given directly over to the
fraternities . Davis said that "The reason the college wants
to obtain possession of these funds is so that they can dump
them into an operating fund. It may take months and years

A bachelor of arts degree program
for non-residential students has been
instituted at Colby for the first time
this year "to enable non-traditional
students to' complete a Colby B.A. at
their own pace," according to Dean
Robert MacArthur of the Admissions
Office.
"Over the years, we have found that
a number of faculty spouses wanted to
complete an undergraduate degree program, but weren 't able to for some
reason or another on a full time, traditional basis. That's one of the reasons
we instituted the program , "said Dean
MacArthur .
He did point out that certain
guidelines would regulate the program .
Some of the guidelines are as follows:
- Applications for fall semester must
be received by April 15 of the
proceeding year , and spring semester
applications must be received by
Novemer 15.

- Non-residentj al students will not be
expected to complete either the Jan
Plan requirement or the physical
education requirement.
Those seeking more information
should contact Dean MacArthur in the
Admissions Office.

I seness
on GD R

by BRIAN KENNEDY
Reinhardt Isensee from the GDR
(German Democratic Republic), gave
his view on Arms Limitation this past
Wednesday.
Speaking before 40 students and
faculty, he called for a "halt to the
arms race and a creation of a nuclear
free Europe. " Isensee also proclaimed that G.D.R. troops would never be

cont on p. 7

before the fraternities get this money. Meanwhile, the fraternities are broke and they can 't support the expensive litigation of the permanent injunction. " Davis feels that the
fraternities have a chance to win this injunc tion if they on^
ly had a means to finance it properly.
Meanwhile, ATO has donated their operating accounts
to Colby as a gift , and Cotter said that , "DKE is also on
the way to working out an agreement with the college."
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• Food

Conti nued from page 1

a reporter , or a publisher. The selection committe makes its decision on the
basis of integrity, craftsmanship,
character , intelligence and courage.
The members of the selection committe are mainly highly qualified journalists who were nominated by other
members of the committee. The committee changes frequently because
members often step down due to other
responsibilities. The 1984 selection
committee consists of C.K. McClatchy,
president of McClatchy newspapers;
Martin Nolan, editor of the BOSTON
GLOBE; Ridgely Bullock, chairman of
Unidynamics Corporation; Lois
Willes, editor of the CHICAGO
TRIBUNE; Eugene Patterson , chairman of the committee and editor of the
ST. PETERSBURG TIMES; and
President Cotter. Lois Willes, the first
woman ever to be chosen for the board
was not nominated in time to select this

years recipient . Furthermore, Martin
Nolan , who is from the same
newspaper as this year's recipient , did
not partake in the selection.
The receiver of the 1984 Elijah
Parish Lovejoy Award is Thomas Winship, who has been an editor of the
BOSTON GLOBE since L965. He is
honored for both his leadership at the
GLOBE and also his frequent defense
of minority rights. Thomas Winship is
presently an emeritus member of the
selection committee.

Continued fro m page 6

"I cannot surrender my principles,
though the whole world would vote
them down. I can make no compromisebetween truth and error, even
though my life be the alternative. "
"To My Fellow Citizens "
St. Louis OBSERVER
Nov. 5, 1835

Did Somebod y send
y ou & personal this week ?
Did you send anybody
a personal this week ?

¦

¦
—

A view of the library stairs , facing Waterville.

Ca tch the action on
the ECHO SPOR TS p ages.

i

mittee has also held its first meeting.
All others are scheduled to meet before
Oct. 12. Mayer stressed that each committee can differ on the Commons level
as the year progresses. It is just a matter of waiting to see how each group
develops.
Formerly the Director of Dining Services at Westfield State Collge in
Westfield , MA. , Ted Mayer has had
much previous experience in this field.
He came to Colby in June , replacing
J. Paul O'Connor, who retired this
year. Mayer is excited about being part
of this new plan.
' 'Colby is being very farsighted with
its new food service system . I think it
is a sood idea," he said. '*The key is
how much the students want to participate in this.All the tools are there
and we are more than willing to
assist."

• Germany
Continued from page 5

Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
conimissioningprogram. You could start planning on a career
like die men in thisad have. And also have some great
advantageslike:
¦
Earning $100a month during the school year

BJuniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week
summer session
Efl Youcan take free civilian flying lessons
H You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to moveup quickly,look into the Marine Corps
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used offensively, because the G.D.R.'s
constitution has a clause that has
German
"forever eradicated
militarism."
He advocated that negotiations to
form treaties start in the areas of
chemical, neutron , radiological, and
space weapons. But , he admitted that
negotiations on conventional forces
would probably have to occur
simultaneously.
Isensee, who taught at Colby for the
1979-1980 academic year, was the first
G.D.R. professor to participate in an
American exchange program. He is
currently participating in an exchange
program in Buffalo , NY.
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See your Officer Selection Officer when he visits campus or call collect (603) 668-0830.
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Donkey and Elephant
Continued from page 2
When asked his view of abortio n,
Reagan claimed that the fetus, at the
stage when it is considered alive, which
is yet undetermined, is protected under
constitutional law. Abortion of that
life is murder. He only supports abortion in self .defense of the mother.
Mondale said that the government
cannot answer for the private lives of
women, especially in cases of rape and
incest. The government should not interfere in such private matters and
judg e the way a woman runs her life.
"Does every woman in America
have to present herself before some
judg e picked by Jerry Falwell to clear
her own personal judgment? It won 't

As his concluding remarks,'Reagan
asked the question, "Is America better off than it was four years ago?" He
says it is. He also says he will continue
his program to reach those still in the
pockets of poverty if he is re-elected.
Mondale said that Americans should
ask themselves what the future holds
for them under Reagan. For example,
a leveling off of the economy "could
cause a new recession, and the great
deficit will be handed down to our
children if it is not eliminated now.
Reagan went into this debate k clear
favori te in the polls. A recent ABC Washington Post poll shows Reagan
leading in 48 states. Reagan 's overall
ratings were 61 percent favorable and
34 percent unfavorable . Mondale's
ratings were 41 percent favorable , 50
percent unfavorable. Mondale is hoping that his debate perf ormance will increase his popularity.

work ", he said .

Only the individual can say what is
right, he continued , pointing out also,
that if abortion is made illegal, the rich
will still be able to afford it, and the
poor will only suffer more.

Watergate
discussed

• Newspaper ——
Contin ued fro m page 4

All possible efforts are being made
for an October debut by the monthly
or bi-monthly newspaper , said
Michaud. The first all-campus meeting
is scheduled for Thursday , October 11,
at 7:00 p.m. in the upstairs dining hall
of Foss. The staff urges all interested
students to attend , since a number of
positions remain open, particularly for
writers.

by DAVID SCANNELL
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With good weather expected, this weekend may be the last to sit by the pond.
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night, had to be cancelled when the
band's drummer got sick .
Soundtrak had been hired for $750,
none of it in advance, when the band's
drummer came down with "a serious
illness," according to Student Activities Assistant, Liz Lane.
The band has offered to come back
in November, for $100 less than their
normal fee. "It 's not an irresponsible
group, " she said , "they felt really bad
about having to cancel."
The school has not accepted their offer yet,, she added. The money from the
event will go into the common fund of
imoney left over when RCAB's six week
plan
ends.
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Last weekend s major Octoberfest

eevent, a dance scheduled for Saturday
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A discussion of the historical
ramifications of Watergate will follow
a screening of "All the President's
Men ," Monday at 8 pm in the Dana
Lounge.
The discussion will be lead by Professor Jeremy Lewis of the Government Department , Professor Rob
Weisbrot of the History Department,
and Professor Dan Cohen of the
Philosophy Department.
According to Gary Ruping, Dana's
head resident, the movie and discussion
are being presented in conjunction with
next Thursday 's visit of G. Gordon
Liddy, a Watergate burglar.
Refreshments will be served .
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are now at

10 Myrtle St.
Wate rvilleAve.
873-1341

"¦ '

Off of College
across from
Pizza Ranch

$1.00 off any service with

Mini Wm &i 1984

Personals
Do you want your personal in the ECHO? All personals are due by 5:30 on the Monday before publication. They should be written neatly, and should not
be too long - we start throwing out anything longer
than a couple of sentences next week. Put your
messages in the envelope next to the Student Activities office iri Roberts Union,or in the envelope on
the ECHO office door.

Kim,Happy 19th! Get psyched for a wild and crazy
time tonight I
Love ya,
Pampers
E.A.,
Beware of women on bikes going 90 miles an hour!
Oh, by the way, he said "DRIVE!"
Love,
Your Library Laughing Liason
TRI-PI's,
Get Psyched for Party Plans ... brownies anyone?!
Passionately yours,
Peeps
Dear Harold and Mauds:
So Sorry to hear about your Dreadful Disease,hope
you're feeling better tomorrow. Call me if there's
anything I can do.
Love always,
Sybil the Drip

Lindsay,
Thanks for the awesome run we had, it really meant
a lot to nne.
Love ya,
P4
CCBeen UP any DOWN ramps lately?)
-I'll never tellFemale triple wishes to meet male triple lor
companionship.
Midnight paddler(s),
Next time you want to kayak,just ask, okay?
ML 258To my six sisters,
Methinks that Nov. 10 is around the corner and this
time we 'llbe even more than amazing . . .Thanks
for bearing with your lost soul, normalcy has returned and certain people better watch out.
The Single Skippy

Binds,
I can say SMILE, but can you say FUN?! I knew you
could.
Ta-Ta-Chica
Love ya,
Wars
Tim A. in G.
You are the cutest, sexipsl man on campus. I lust
you.
Post Office Notes:
Jen-Kaihy Beth (no box number , no last name) a letter from Lisa.
Redeye Jones,
Your letter is still here,so is Lisa's letter to U of Cal.
Post Office Mystery,
Who is "My Romeo"? A letter from Durham, N.C.
H.R. and C.C. - Keep it fair
Dana,
Keep smiling .. . more people than you know love
you.Tall,dark and handsome... How could anyone
resist you?
You-Know-Who

To the students of Colby,
After studying the week away, come and see
Angie, Veda, and Jacquie as the Pointer Sisters in
the finals of the Courthaouse Lip Sing/Air Guitar contest. Come on! It's the courthouse unofficial Colby
nite. Showtime 10:45 p.m. Be there or be nowhere!
•The Pointer Sisters!
Those Impressionable girls(Will-Jill and Wabbit),
Impress,express -1 think you should go for it. To
killer punch and eighteen kegs; 500 cups and tin foil.
Getting ihere was half the fun. Sorry about my leaf
• spraying fidgets addressing confusion. Can Iask one
favor? Remlnc1 me of the happenings when it's over.
Let's Roll.
Wishes,
The Pink Tinsel Element
y
Am I an independent variable?
KimHappy Birthday!!
Love Ya,
T

McK-stein,
Woman of wildness!!! Is is M or T today???
S-berger

Hit ler

I vont zi sveater-rvill not pay zi ransome!! Returne
it or suffer zi painful consequences!!!!
Zi Victims!!!

Hi Traul! Welcome to Colby!

To my Passion Pals:
I'm through with ultimatums. I'm also through with
Q-tips!You can't live with them,you can't shoot them
-Oh well,I think I'm too passionate for that anyway!
Get psyched for OUR weekend!
Love- ya,
Pooh

Suessa

'

.

Dearest Edward,
Well ,we found out that two wrongs don't make a
righl. Thanks for understanding-now I know why I
love you!
-Sue
Hi Shelly,
from Janet and Chris

Gin Pup,
Us two chicks from the 50's sure hope you aren'l
mad at us. How come you never drop by anymore?
Certainly it wasn't something we said? Tonight will
you please dedicate Diana Ross "I comln out" to our
dear Friends Kathryn and Vicki.
(Right next to you, up stairs)
Thanks G.P.
Love, AM and^SB
Preliminary Planning for 3P:
On the first day of homecoming
My true love sent to me...
7 Pina Coladas in a P. tree.
On the second day of homecoming
My true love sent to me...
A pan of P. brownies and a duty night
Planned for P.
Ob the third day of homecoming
My true love (who?) sent to me...
P., P., and P.! I!
Girls:
Protect that Passion until P. day and get
Psyched!!!
-The Passion PadP.P.P.P.,
Don't be surprised if you can't find that clothes
horse the next time you do your laundry.
-Guess who.
• ' .
PerDeceive me... PLEASE!!!
I can't handle reality!
I guess we had better get used to
it,... scary thought, huh? It's good
though, we both needed a change!
I don't like Q-tips,but give me an
Ironing board any day... I guess
We're just lucky, but look at my roommate... she has
a DOBERMAN!
Passionately,
Pooh
P.S. Go ahead... read my mind!

Norman,
That was one heck of a party ..guys thanks for the
memories and the phone cals.
-Bill
Blanche,
This is your roommate speaking, if you so much
as touch a hair on sofuglycat's head, Teddy will be
history. Yes,that's right, H-l-S-T-O-R-Y. No more, nad
a, - Get the message? Make no rash decisions !
¦Haricot
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SAME DAY COLOR PRINT AND
EKTACHROME SLIDE SERVICE
IN BY 9 AND OUT BY 3

9 1/. Union Street
Waterville

070 A 70A
O I O'H ( OU

Do you need financial aid? Many
scholarships are available. Don 't miss
out on aid that could save you SSS.
Free details, no obligation: Services
SD, 5120 Ed. Montpetit no. 9, Montreal , CANADA H3W1R2
JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD: There will
be a slide show presentation by Cornelia Hertzfeld , Admissions coordinator for COLLEGE YEAR IN
ATHENS on Monday, October 15, at
4:30 p.m. in the Miller Library AV
room.

There will be a meeting for
sophomores and juniors interested in
the Pomona/Pitzer Exchange progra m
Wednesday, Oct. 17, 6:00 p.m. at the
Heights lounge.
PUBLICATION: Up Front , the
Newsletter of the Coalition *for
Political Awareness published biweekly seeks active and intelligent
discussion of political issues. Essays
may be submitted to: Scudder Kelvie,
Box 882; Wendy Lapham, Box 888; or
Bronwvn Quirk , Box 1260.
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She said, "Oh, no, William and Mary
won 't do."
But I did not think the girl
could be so cruel. And I'm never going back
to my old school.

J.N.R.
You have put me to shame. God.I'm so impressed. I wish I could congratulate you in person. Bui I'm
sure you've found a new entourage. Enjoy.
-K

To "My Boys":
I know I've been hiding lately,
I'm sorry, I've missed you too!
But get psyched for the Charles, and remember...
I LOVE YOU... DEARLY!!!
"Heart" ,
Mars
P.S. Geoff - the elite does exist,damit!

Number 37

Give to Jerry's Breakers!
(by Saturday...)

To LCA's Rose Petal
To all G.A'sYOur ahrd work has been appreciated, it will soon
be rewarded. Watch those mailboxes carefully! You
all know who you are... 312.
Dear Celery,
To younger men, communi cation and
pahwahwah's! No more waterfalls, yes? Almost all
my love (sorry).
The Yam

Anne:
(Your first classified of the year.)
Just wanted to say thanks for the beers and no thanks
for the effect it had on my studying. I'll be by again,
and remember , "STOINK, STOINK,
—!" (Make sure
this goes in the book-l want to be part of your history!)
-SPUD

Mon petite trash bucketQu'est-a que e'est que ca?, eh?
It 's sho'nough been good so far
Find me a pair of broad shoulders too will ya?
And get home before 4, o.k.? Yo waking me up.
Tues

Jelly Bean Woman:
Sorry about not making our hot chocolate date the
other night, but my knee was hurting too much! You
are STILL such an influential factor in my life, but I
liked it better when you influenced my music and NOT
my injuries!!
Hey-you're a great friend.
-The one who parties on the OFF-nights

CAR FOR SALE - any offer over $500. Vega 2-door
wagon, 30 mpg • doesn't burn oil; 2 new tires,2 good;
new exhaust system; body in good shape. Call for
more info, 5-7 p.m. M-th. 873-4352.
WHO on the Tennis Team would like to hit balls with
a 12 year old boy? Please call some evening to
discuss time and pay.
-Mrs. Eva Green
Phone number: 872-6026

Strut,
SMILE... It becomes you. Thanks for always being
there. You are the best. I'll love you, always.
-Sponge
P.S. I think its time for a little "George" action this
weekend.

GARRETTThe 5th date must consist of something more than
tuna salad. Iknow you think I'm a cheap date but I'm
no! thst cheap baby. So if you want to do the icki,
roses and champagne are your best bet.

Skippy and Shirley,
Guess what's coming back????

Spray 1.5 oz $1.99
I mpulse Body
ne
Sale Lifeli Toothbrush 10/1
$.99
Aq
oz
8.2
$1.39
uafresh Tooth paste
effective 10/11/84 7/84
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Drop by for all your prescription needs ,
vitamins , greeting cards , gifts and cosmetics . Browse
through our paperbacks and school supplies sections .

OFF CAMPUS JOBS

CLUB NEWS

Delivery people needed at Elm Tree
Market and Deli on the corner of Elm
and Western Avenue. Need 3 or 4 people with a reliable car to 15-25 hours
a week delivering pizza, sandwiches
and groceries on campus and around
town. Interested persons should contact Wayne Killam , Tel. 873-7171.

CLUB NEWS: The Coalition for
Political Awareness meets every
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in the coffeehouse to discuss current affairs and
organize political events. We welcome
viewpoints of all ideologies and encourage attendance of those who seek
a diverse expression of opinion.
Women 's Group meeting Thursday
at 6 p.m. inHhe Coburn lounge. State
Seneator Judy Kany and State
Representative Ruth Joseph will speak
on "Women in Politics. "

Part-time off-campus:
baby sitting 10 p.m. - 8 a.m. 4 weeks
beginning Oct. 10. $10 a night or live
in for room and board. 2 girls 4 and
9. China, Maine, tel. 993-2570, Mary
Balbo. Call before 10:00 p.m.
Waterville Y.M.C.A. Six hours on
Sundays. Job is desk work. Contact
Tim Rollins. 873-1178.

SCHOLARSHIPS: The Scholarship
Bank has announced ten new scholarship programs that are currently accepting applications from college students.
Funds are nqw available in several
fields. Students interested in getting a
personalized print-out of financial aid
sources should send a stamped, self addressed envelope to: Scholarship Bank,
10100 Santa Monica 2600, Los
Angeles, CA 90067. There is a modest
charge.
PUBLICATION: The Colby Crossfire
Newspaper will be holding its fi rst allcampus meeting Thursday , Oct. 11, ' at
7:00 p.m. in the second floor dining
hall at Foss. Students interested in
writing, photography, typing, proofreading, car t oon , etc.... are urged to
attend.

P. Sych!

J.C.,
OTAY ALFIE!
-Doris
P.S. Take me dancin tonite . ..

Announcements

SPEAKERS: State senator Judy Kany
and Representative Ruth Joseph will
speak on Thursday, at 8 p.m., in the
Coburn lounge.
mf^^n^____________n___j____-_____L_____i __flf__i

Katie/Kathleen/Ka.hyWhateverHow will you adjust to a Colby with no Greeks? Maybe
you should bring one or two back with you?

Ted is back
And he was missed,
Luther, he is NOT
And he Is pissed,
The ransom v/as there
And f guess you weren'tYou missed the twinkles
Now you're burnt.

Lady Finelle Cosmetics needs someone
to do instructing in skin care and make
up. They are trained and can work on
their own schedule. They receive 40
percent of sales. Helpful if they have
a car, They can do on campus if they
wish and wouldn 't need a car , but it
is helpful. Contact Mrs. Tibbetts,
873 .0372.

SUPPORT GROUP: The Peer
Divorce Support Group for students of
divorced or separated families will hold
meetings every Wednesday from 3:30
- 5:00 in the Chapel lounge. Come talk
or listen.

are offering free stringing with
each tennis racquet sold.
f W We
e feat ur e racq uet s by :
P r ince
Head
Pro Kennex
Wilson Extra Duty Tennis Balls $2.49 a can
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Interview:Susan Kenney
yby BILL BAJERG
People who appear on the inside flap of book covers never
seem very real. Indeed,all that is Susan Kenney is compressed into the essentials:'"Susan Kenney teaches English at Colby Colleg. She lives in China, Maine with her husband and
two children. " This is~ accompanied , as is usually the case,
with a picture of the author looking very intellectual and
mysterious.
Kenney has published two novels: a mystery entitled
GARDEN OF MALICE and her new book , IM ANOTHER
COUNTRY (Viking$I3.95 available in the bookstore). She
is currently negotiating f o rthe publication of her third novel,
a book she calls "anacademic mystery." Critics lauded IN
ANOTHER COUNTRY , saying "Applause seems insufficient for such an achievement. "
Yet applause is not what Kenney is searching for. Kenney is an artist who writes in an attempt to better understand the lives that we all lead. She has always been a writer ,
and says she will always be a writer. As another critic noted,
"Susan Kenney 's accomplishment is a rare one."
Echo: You have firmly established yourself as an author.
Is this a lifetime dream that you have achieved?
Kenney: That doesn't actually app ly, because I remember
consciously writing something when I was 11 years old. So
it can't be a lifetime dream , because it 's something that I
have been doing since I was 11. When ever I got a chance
in school, whenever there was an assignment that J could
turn into a story, I would do it. I must have had some really tolerant teachers. There are several other writers in my
family, or people who aspire to be writers, so it was just
always one of the possibilities to be considered .
Echo: So you were encouraged?
K: Yes. My teachers encouraged me, my mother encouraged me, and I got a lot of what they call 'positive reinforcement ' as a child , which continued through high school and
college.
E: What did your father do?
K: He was a lawyer.
E: When did he pass away?
K: 1953. I was 12.
E: Does this have any relation with Sarah , the protagonist
of IN ANOTHER COUNTRY?
K: Well, Sarah's father also passed away when she was 12,
so I guess that gave me the idea.
E: Do you derive a lot of the characters and happening in
your books from your personal experiences?
K: It varies. I suppose tlie most accurate way of saying this
is that .he characters are a composite of real people. I keep
thinking that the th'ngs that happened to the woman in A
GARDEN OF MALICE actually did happen to me in a different context. But that is so unreal that it is practically a
fantasy. And what 's real in IN ANOTHER COUNTRY is
really fictional realism.
E: How do you remember your experiences?
K: I keep a journal. I have kept a journal for a long time.
E: Do you make entries in it every day?
K: No , not every day, Actually, what I do is I keep journals on the back of envelopes. And them I put them in my
book. But if I don 't have my book with me, I put them

on the back of envelopes.
E: Do these ideas come often?
K: Yes, it doesn't happen every day, though. Actually, if
I would put dates on the back of the envelopes, then I could
organize them at the end of the week. I always end up with
a handful of scraps of paper.
E: Did you write for any newpaper or literature club when
you were in high school" or in college at Northwestern?
K: Yes, I went to a public high school in New York , and
that 's where I was editor of the newspaper. At Northwestern
I was the student editor of the student literary magazine.
It was called "The Triquarterly" and it still exists.
E: What was your first published work?
K: A story in "The Triquarterly. " The first story that I
published after that was called MIRRORS, in 1975. That
was the first-story of IN ANOTHER COUNTRY.
E: And that won you . the O. Henry Prize?
K: No, it was three stories after that; the fourth story I
published was called FACING FRONT, and that won me
the O. Henry award .
E: So the carnival scene in IN ANOTHER COUNTRY was
the first story you had published?
K: It 's the first one in that sequence of stories, and the second one that I ever had published. By the time that I had
written the third story, I knew that I was going to incorporate them into the whole thing. I began to think about
it as a whole. So it's not a random collection of stories,
which is why Viking wanted to call it a novel .
E: The dog in IN ANOTHER COUNTRY represented a
powerful faith in humanity and a strong will to survive.
K: That is the symbolism for the dog, yes.
E: Did you have a dog that was used as a model for the
dog in the story?
K: Yes, his name was Collington, and he was . a real dog.
That story is largely taken from my own experiences, which
is unusual in that respect. Most of my stories, although they
seem to be real, are not the way things actually ever happened. But that story about the dog, a great deal of it actually happened. The dog really did get run over and
recover, to die of old age later on. And the description of
his recovery is accurate.
E: The book is filled with one disaster after another.
K: Yes, I used to call them my "Disaster Stories. "
E: How did you come about writing those? They are so different from GARDEN OF MALICE.
K: Plenty of disasters happened in that , too.
E: Yes, but they're not disasters that you really feel. In
ANOTHER COUNTRY you 're drawn in and forced to
faceK: -the fact that these things happen , yes. That 's what I
had in mind when I wrote it: that these things happen.
E: It seems that two of the most prominent disasters; the
stuations with the father and the dog; connect back directly to your life. Do you think that your personal experiences
manifest themselves subconsciously in your writing?
K: I don 't think that it is subconcious. I think that I am
perfectly aware of what happened in my life. Yeah , the big
jolts - the father 's death , the mother 's illness, the husband's
illness, the dog 's death - those are things that happened in
Continued on page 12

Arts Notes r

Fri. Oct. 12
Danny McCarthy, Coffeehouse
8 PmMovie- "Richard Pryor: Live in
Concert" Lovejoy 100, 7 and
9:30 pm.
Sat. Oct. 13
Movie- "Richard Pryor: Live in
Concert " Lovejoy 100, 7 and
9:30 pm.
Tues. Oct. 16
Concert Recital with the Colby
Players, Mary Low Lounge, 6
pm.
Wed . Oct. 17

Movie- "Six Days in Soweto"'
Lovejoy 215, 7 pm
Movie- "The Longest Day"
Lovejoy 100, 7 and 9:30 pru.
Fri . oct . 19

Movie- "Chinatown" Lovejoy .
10o; 7 and 9:30 pm.
Sat. Oct. 20
Movie- "Chinatown" Lovejoy '
100, 7 and 9:30 pm.
Wed. Oct. 24
Movie- "To Kill -a Mockingbird" Lovejoy 100, 7 and
9:30 pm.

Katherine Porter's paintings are currently on display in the art
museum.

Where is it?
Reading of Gibson 's latest
play to benefit nuclear freeze
Pulitze r Prize winning playwright
William Gibson 's newest play, "Handy Dandy, " will be read- at the
Unitarian Univcrsalist church on Silver
Street , Waterville, at 2 p.m., Sunday,
October 14. Mr. Gibson has donated
this work fb a nationwide fundraising
effort on behalf of the Nuclear Freeze
Campaign and it will bc read by performers who donate their efforts
throughout the English speaking world
on that Sunday, designated as Day of
Concern by the campaign. In major
cities such luminaries as Jessica Tandy, Jason Robarcl s, and Ed Asner will
read the principal roles.' Two of the
sched uled read ings i n Mai ne, tlie afternoon Waterville reading and an evening reading in Portland will be done by
actress Chouteau Chapin and Theater
at Monmouth director Richard Sewell.

About 75 p ercent of students answered last week's "Where is it?"
correctly, so this week we tried to make it harder. The first person
to call the Echo office with the correct answer will win twof r e epasses
to Siu-A f ilms.

"Handy Dandy " dramatizes thc .cncounters between a shrewd , middleaged conservative jud ge and a flamboyant, eighty-year-old nun charged
with crimina l trespass while protesting
the manufacture of nuclear weapons.
They meet , In and out of court, at first
by chance; then more and more by

choice, whi le an extraordinary, deep
friendship grows, bridging the gulf between their convictions. Gibson displays
his brilliant gift for humor and irony
that strengthen rather than undercut
his serious themes.
Chouteau Chapin , who will read the
nun , trained at the Royal Academy of\
Dramatic Art in the thirties , has performed on Broadway and taught at the
Erwin Pisca tor 's Dramat ic W orksho p
in NYC. Retirement to Maine has proven to bc in reality a new career for Ms,
Chapin: directing and occasionally acting in Bath , Brunswick and Wiscassct,
an d touring New England as cducatorfor-pea cc, Mr, Sewell, a Waterville
resident for the last decade, directs and
teaches al Colby when he is not at
Monmouth, where he has par t icip at e d
in premiere productions of two of Mr.
Gibson 's recent works. Professor
Sewell and Ms, Chapin will bc joined
in this rending by Boston based actor
Michael O'Brien , who was seen at
Strider Theater last December in "A
Child's Christma s in Wales. "
There will bc a suggested donation
of three dollars - all profits to go the
Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign;

Movie Review

"Wild Life "
Woeful
by JOHN MOORE

"Wild Life is a comedy about two teenagers making the transition
into adulthood. Chris Perm stars as Tommy, a loud seventeen year old
student in search of the good times . Rick Moranis co-stars as Billy, a subdued nineteen year- old searching for independence. Together, Tom and
Bill experience a taste of life out on their own.
"Wildlife " has a superb soundtrack; however, the pulsating sounds
of Van Haleh and Banana Rama cannot overcome the blaring generic
qualities of this film: "Wildlife " sports no originality . The comic situations and stunts have been better portrayed in other teenage films. Scenes
such as the Peeping Tom, the trip to the nude bar, and the demolition
of an apartment during a party are carried out with Boring predictability.
"Wild Life" also tends to wander without purpose. The film is a jumble of subplots that are related only with strong viewer imagination. Several
of the subplots are extremely out of place in this film. For instance, Jim ,
Bill's younger brother , idolizes a Vietnam veteran for his military prowess. Jim aspires to be a soldier, glorifying the entire Vietnam experience.
When the audience meets the veteran , he cynically tells Jim that if he continues with his infatuation of Vietnam he will end upjn El Salvador. This
Vietnam subplot lacks any kind of meaning or message in a film as poorly made as "Wild Life."
"Wild Life" is boring and predictable in its attempt to reproduce the
comic effects of similar teen movies.

Please support the

by MARTIN LONG

L "Seeing Red"

Highly personable and extremely informative,
"Seeing Red " is a film that could be seen for its
mmmmmnmnn wiii_JWit __-_a_aa_-M-Mg--a__a_BMa original approach alone.
The film is in documentary form ,_with interviews
of former members of the American Communist Par- "
ty. The characters are lively and truly American , explaining that at the time of their involvement with
the Party they were searching for the American ideals
of unity and equality.
The American Communist Party flourished bet- •
ween the years of 1930 and 1950 as more than one
million of our countrymen joine d. The cast of interesting characters recall the days of radical communist rallies which are vividly expressed through the
use of old newsreel footage. The general pattern of
the film is relativly simple; an interview is followed
by a newsreel or other type of short film segment
casting Corporation. Among his
relating
to the interview . Other than its predictabiliby BOB AUBE
responsibilities are the supervision of
ty, this film is nearly flawless as the viewer becomes
all station personnel and the clearing
aware of the type of life these people led.
In a special meetiag held last Mon'of all broadcast material..He has the
The stories that are unfolded during the interviews
day evening, station members voted
power to appoint a Chief Engineer, to
tell
of the reasoning iehind j oining the Party, what
Stu MacLehose as WMHB's new probe responsible for the operation and
life
was
like in the Party, and the forces which helped
gram director. MacLehose takes the
maintenance of all equipment , a news
to
destroy
the Party . The film serves as a history of
place of former program director
director , a public service director , a
communism
in America , but uses a slightly different
Kathy Gilkspie, who had announced
, and a promotions
approach than most traditional documentary-history
_ier resignation from the post a week remotes director
director. In addition , MacLeliose
films. Instead of tracing every specific event that was
earlier.
becomes chairman of the Review
important to the American Communist Party , "See- '
MacLehose immediately assumed
" Board , which is a group of six station
ing Red" focuses on the lives of the members of the
the responsibilities of liis new position.
members who review WMHB' s disc
Party who are perceived as the backbone of the Parprogram
director
,
he
is
vice
presiAs
jockeys and suggest ways for them to
ty. The hierarchical structure within the Party is exdent of the Mayflower Hill Broadimprove their shows.
posed , which , with its top-down decision making
practices, con tributed to the Party 's eventual
downfall. Also highlighted are Stalin 's purge trials
and the reaction within the Party upon hearing the
news.
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Friday & Saturday Starts 8:30

"RAMON"
MEXICAN FOOD AND DRINK
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A SPECIAL OPPORTUNIT Y TO
HELP COLBY
Attend one of the thre e
Boston area Admissions
Receptions :
Braintree, MA
Sheraton Tara
(Rt. 128, Exit 68)
3:00-5:00

Sunday Oct. 21

Newton , MA
Newton Merriott
(Rt. 128 and Mass Pike)
7:00 - 9:00

Monday Oct. 22

Tuesday Oct. 23

Danyers, MA
Kingsgrant Inn
(Rt. 128, exit 21N)

If yoii want to help, please contact Mrs . Carleen ,
Nelson at extension 2172 or stop by the Admis¦ .„ , ,
sions Office

Chorus of young Communis t women, singing at a May Day
parade, 1930s, from "Seeing Red."
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THE FAMILY
C7T* PLANNING
CENTER
« H^

4T~| wm Rep roductiv e health care , VD *
screening, contraception ,
^^-—- ^
pregnancy testing
*
101 Water St., Waterville , 873-2122
Convenient

Reasonably priced

Evening hours
S ingle and ma r r ied women and men a r e wel come .

• Kenney

Continued from page 10

my life. I think that they happen to a lot of people. I
wouldn't have written the book if I thought my experiences
were unique because it would sound just like a soap opera.
E: Why do you write?
K: I can 't help it. I can 't quit. Actually, I write tor a l ot
of reasons. But the one that I think is most interesting is
that people seem to be able to identify with my stories. 1
really write to understand . Fiction allows you to recreate
and transform experiences so that you can take them and
turn thiem around. You can look at them and change them
and make theni mean something. Sometimes you can
recover things and sometimes you can't.
E: .Do you write with the idea of having your stories
published?
K: I never thought that I wouldn 't get my storiespublished. But I've certainly gotten enough rejection slips that the
idea has crossed my mind. For instance, "Garden of
Malice" was rejected by three publishers.
E: How long did it take you to write "Garden of Malice"?
K: A long time. Too long. Three, four years. But I'm getting better. Now I just have to face up to the fact that when
I sit down to write something, it will probably be published. I don't know if that really makes a difference; if
anything , it makes it easier.. But then again, it makes it
harder, because I write something and I think "do I ever
want to see this published?" You 've got to face the idea
that you write things that you don't want to be published.
So you'll write them and put them away . But so far , I've
only done that with one or two, mostly because I didn 't
think that they were going to be published. But when it gets
easier to get published; I think that's something good.
E: Are you now in the process of writing something new?
K: Yes, I just finished another mystery.
E: What is it about?
K: It 's an academic mystery. It has an academic side.
E: Ah ha, I've heard that it's at a small New England Col•
lege ...
it
is
set
in
a small New England College, but in fact
K: Yes,
the setting is a composite of all the colleges that I have ever
been to, which I think is four or five. Except Northwestern,
because this college is on a hill - as most colleges are if you've
ever noticed - but I sort of moved around from place to
place and took the things that I like.
E: As you do with most of your stories.
K: Yeah, I do that The same with "Garden of Malice;"
I took that from houses and gardens from all over England.
E: In "Garden of Malice" there are a lot of complex
characters and a complex setting. How did you keep these
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all seperate m your mind?
K: 1 had many more characters and much more setting. I
had an extremely complicated explanation of the setting,
of people getting from here to there, because I wanted people
to be able to f eel where they were. But everybody who read
it said,"Oh, I'm so confused. " I decided that I would take
Henry James* advice, which is to let people imagine; to back
off from the details, letting the people imagine and make
it up for themselves. So I ended up doing that. But I had
to draw myself a map.
E: Yes, there is a copy of that map in the rare books
collection.
K: Yes. I also had the same thing happen with the characters.
Some of them had names that began with the same letter.
People read it and said,"I can't keep thesepeople separate."
I ended up conflating a lot of these characters even more
than they already were. In the process, they became even
more removed from the real people that they emulated. So
what happens is that a fiction evolves away from your own
life. The characters become real in themselves, and you don't
have any trouble keeping them straight, because it is like
keeping your friends straight. They just become that real.
E: Does this happen while you are writing your novel, or
do you have a clear and concise picture of them before you
even begin writing?
K: In GARDEN OF MALICE they weren't clear and that's
why it took me so long. 1really concentrated hard on getting the setting, so I sort of let the characters drift. It took
me a number of drafts to get the setting cut down. The
characters built up until they were balanced. I still have people tell me that they can't tell the characters apart, even
though there are half as many characters as there once were.
E: So today you know your characters before you begin
writing?
K: Well, let's just say that I work the same way, but now
I know better when I should start writing. I've stopped leaping into things before I have everything balanced and organzied. The academic mystery took me less than a year, and
people tell me "Oh, the characters are great!"
E: Are you still in search of a publisher?
K: My agent is negotiating.
E: Do you think that agents are good to have?
K: Yeah, I do think that they are good ideas. I think that
writers are real babes in trie woods as far as business is concerned . I had no idea that I could do the things in terms
of contracts and rights that my agent has done.
E: Do you write a lot of short stories in between your novels?
K: No, I don 't seem to. I have only published 12 short
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stories, which is riot very many. And I am not working on
any short stories right now. I construe from this that I am
not a short story writer. I go for the long stuff.
:
E: You have two kids; what are their ages?
K: My son is 14 and my daughter is l i .
E: Do they read your stories?
K: Yeah, they're read some of my stories.
E: Do they help you critique them?
K: Jamie read THE DEATH OF THE DOG and his first
comment was "Hey Mom, this isn't the way that it happened." And then he told me all the things that were wrong.
He thought that it was terribly funny. Especially the swear
words. My daughter read one of my stories and she
said,"Mom, I'm not going to finish this because it is too
boring."
E: As a female author, do you feel that you have any special
messge to carry?
K: No, no. Well, let's say that I have a great deal of loyalty to my women friends . But I do think that it is a mistake
for writers to get involved in controversies. I think that
writers are recorders.
E: What do you feel aobut women in politics?
K: If a woman wants to be a politician, I think that's fine.
And I'm certainly going to vote for Geraldine Ferraro.
E: And Mondale, too?
K: And Mondale, too. I am very happy that they macle that
gesture. I wish that I could think that it was more than a
gesture, that I thought they could win... But I think that
it is a very courageous thing to do. And she is a very
courageous woman.
E: What are your plans for the future?
K: I am going to keep on writing . And I am going to keep
on teaching; they fit together very well. Writing makes you
crazy and teaching makes you sane, although sometimes
it works in reverse. Writing is very isolating, but what you
take in writing you can give back in teaching.
E: Do you have any suggestions to anyone trying to break
into the writing world?
K: Yeah, never give up. Don't get discouraged. Well, get
discouraged, but don 't give up. Because it takes a long time
and people will tell you things that sound very objective,
like "Don't bother . You can't write worth a blank. " And
it's just not true. It's, j ust an objective reaction. And you
never know; the next person might say "Wow !this is great."
But never give up. There is an 80 year old lady who has
been writing for 50 years and this year she wrote a best seller.
So there she is iri her nursing hospital signing copies. 1think
that 's great.

Stu-A film previe w
by DOUG SCALISE

III fitlBT (toiLtfll RlPQBLieilf S
Ml Ihtol tob
OVER 100 MEMBERS STRONG
-

*We coxaiaLLy inaite y ou to attend a
<d?£agan/!Bu&.(i O/tdeo <JRaC£y
to be f ollowed by a wine and cneeie lEczf ihlon

TIME: 12:30-2:00
PLACE: Robins Room
DATE: Saturday, 'October 13

"Richard Pryor - Live" was one of
the biggest box office hit movies of
1979. The film recounts the 1978 concert tour of Richard Pryor, one of
Hollywood's most volatile, unpredictable, and gifted performers.
rryor is ai nis comic nest as ne lasnes
out at society with an array of expletives. Pryor is outrageous, offensive, and incredibly funny. For 78
minutes, Pryor keeps you laughing out
of control as he tells you about
everything from white people and
black people to the monkeys he had as
pets. The film is a great way to get
yourself psyched for a good night. See
"Richard Pryor - Live" this Friday or
Saturday nigh t in Lovejoy 100 at 7 and
9:30 p.m.

On Wednesday, October 17, Stu-A
films will show "The Longest Day, "
a movie about the Allied invasion of
France in World War II. "The Longest
Day," based on the book by Cornelius
Ryan, is the complete story of the planning and executing of the D-Day invasion at Normandy by the Allies in
1944. The film has a superb cast, starring John Wayne and Robert Mitchum. The screenplay is an excellent
adaptation from Ryan 's bestselling
book. If you wondered what all the
reminiscing was about when TIME and
NEWSWEEK and every major network talked about D-Day last June ,
now is your chance to find out. The
"Longest Day" is a very exciting and
entertaining movie.
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Join the College Republicans

J k z f eU anuiE of y oux comf iany Li. alio
XECf ueated at a jQ ueition & c^f muj ex _u.44.don. with
H X . cS. Cong %ea.man Q.okn £$, J\J [ c3^a%nan

TIME: 6:30-7:30
PLAGE: Robert ' s Loft
DATE: Wednesday , October 17
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Established in 1928

s Largest Independent Shop

D/ /ID MATHIEU CO.,lnc.
Auto Body Shop
Allen St reet , Waterville
Behind the College Ave. car wash

872-5518
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The Colby ECHO

by John Collins

Brickbat

¦
' ' &$iig something
about Birnbach
'

Debate makes TV good
by MARK VIDEN
Most people scorn " it, calling it
names like the "boob tube" and the
"mental box." Television is perceived
by many Americans as mindless enter-

Colby No tes
tamment. And, for the most part , they
are right.
After all , shows such as "Three's
Company" and "The A-Team" do little to increase anyone's intellect. Even
network news, anchored by the overpaid teleprompter readers, is said to be
the most uninforrnative means of attainin g news. Television news, accor-

ding to these most knowledgeable
critics, only presents a scratching of the
surface of what has really happened.
Generally, I agree with these views
although , in fact , 1 do watch (or at
least have the TV on for) Tom Brokaw
and Mr. T. These shows, however, are
merely to occupy what little time I
have, not to provide me with any insight into the world's complex problems. I recently changed my views
about television, somewhat. In fact, to
be more specific, it was last Sunday
night.
No , 1 wasn t watching "Knight
Rider " or "Hardcastle and McCormick "; these programs are dull and
mundane when compared to the drama
that I viewed. I watched the Presiden-

Diet needs changes
blems, hardening of the arteries, poor
circulation , and heart disease. Eggs,
cheese, milk, ice cream, meat and fried
foods, while safe in moderation , all
contribute to our cholesterol overdose.
Most commercially grown vegetables
and fruits are not poison-free either.
Approximately 400 different
pesticides, including some know n carcinogens, are commonly used v in
modern agriculture. The United States
Dairy Association, Food and Drug Administration, and Environmental Protection Agency attempt only to enforce
that tolerance levels of these toxic
substances are not exceeded in our
food. The efficiency of these agencies
at this task has often been questioned
and in some cases proven inadequate .
Other problems are the hidden and
deferred costs of modern agriculture ,
which don 't show up in our fairly
Continued on pago 15

by DAVID SIMPSON
and CAROL E1SENBERG
How good is our food at Colby? It
usually looks and tastes fine. Though
we are vegetarians, it is usually not dif-

Comm e nta ry

ficult to put together a tray full of appealing food.
Bui our definition of good food includes more than looks and taste; good
food should be nutritious , poison-free ,
grown in an ecologically responsible
manner , and reasonable in cost.
Most of us, though , eat food that is
poisonous in a variety of ways.
Cholesterol is, of all the pollutants
Americans commonly ingest , the most
dangerous. It causes ,among other prot'ilili>/
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Conservation under
the nuclear shado w
by JOHN WESTRA
• As I listened to Dr. Helen Caldicott
at the chapel a few weeks ago, my
desire fofstrong conservation policies
slowly eroded , What , I wondered, is

The camera lens captured Reagan 's
loss for words when asked about his
cutting (or his wish to cut) social programs such as help for the elderly,
poor , and other unfortunate people ,
Reagan looked phony when one of the
panelists pointed out that the President
had visited a housing project in Buffalo for the elderly; a project from
which Reagan had sought to eliminate
government assistance. That cut would
have made the project virtually impossible to maintain , even with the
private sector helping.

Eco Notes

the use of preserving the environment
if it will be blown to hell anyway? But ,
soon my adrenalin level returned to
norma l, and I realized we will have to
live on this planet until the time of a
nuclear holocaust. If it occurs ;
throughout history, unfulfilled predictions of the earth's demise have been
numerous.
Caldicott repeatedly urged involvement in the electoral process to avert
the threat of nuclear war. It is also imperative to elect officials sensitive to
What was happening? Why was the needs of the environment. We can
Mondale winning this very important have an immediate effect on conservdebate? Ronald Reagan supposed to> be ing the environment through our own
the "Great Communicator" who so actions. During the OPEC embargo of
viciously defeated Jimmy Carter in the the early seventies, dep end ence on
Continued on page 14 foreign oil was reduced as people

lowered their thermostats, reduced
lighting, and drove less.
Today, there is a strong ambivalence
towards conservation in this country.
The Earth Days and environmental
protests of the 60's and early 70's have
been replaced by a preoccupation with
making money. This trend is certainly
reflected at Colby. If last week is any
indication , my commentary will be
sandwiched by excerpts from Lisa
Birnbach' s book.
Perhaps, the strong reaction to Birnbach's entry was due to the raw nerve
her comments touched. Our preoccupation is certainly understandable,
as parental expectations and pressures
to get a good job are enormous. We
have less excuse for leaving lig hts on,
running showers for twenty minutes,
and wasting food. All these things cost
money. More importantly , these
resources are finite. For example, there
are often acute water shortages in the
Southwest , which recieves little rainfall. Such problems will proliferate as
our usable reserves are depleted by
leaking of toxic wastes, agricultural
Continued on page 15

Wa s Bi r nbach really wro ng?
by SCUDDER KELVIE

Lisa Birnbach hates .Colby. Lisa Birnbach was unfair in
her review of Colby. Colby students arc no more grade concious than any other college students . Why didn't Liza Bin.-

Commentary

l-'tmrts F.ilitm
Karen Iluckley
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tial Debate . . . and was it good!
The candidates, Walter Mondale
and Ronald Reagan, came on to the
stage poised , smiling, and confident.
But this was to change with one oi the
candidates. Walter Mondale, considered boring by some (in fact he has
been compared to a vanilla frappe)
came alive on that stage in Kentucky.
With the time span of 90 minutes, he
seemed to rejuvenate a rather boring
campaign into something worthwhile,
and yes, a noble cause. Television
seemed to show the insincerity of our
President as Mondale hammered away
at Reagan's deahngs with the deficit
and other domestic issues.

Lisa Bimbaeh'
s review of Colby liasprodaced an ad *
jmable reaction in most of Colby's students. The review.
i»ost agree, h unfair , and, furtheraaote, somethingshould
be dose about it
Until ttowv ifeat something haj been left vague, and as
&. resalt reaction to h& article has produced more heat
than light, John Robinson, however,, has drafted a letter
wIhcJi can provide a natteh-neeaeci focus to the cause.
His is not a hate letter, vilifying Birnbach, Nor is- it
designed to make her change her mind, although it may
do that .It is written with a moreimportant goal in mind;
letting people besidesBfonttach knov? that her anitfe tteatsColby 'poorly.
Copies of the letter are being posted around,the campus. AH students who feci cheated-byBirnbach's article
should sign the accompanying paper, building up a kind
of petition winch will be sent not only to Birnbach and
ber publisher bat also to The Boston Clobe, The New
^
York Times, and.other papers and maga_tine_ around the
countryit is a remarkablysimple plan, and th erefore it has a
good chanceof succeeding^ albeft iu a different endeavor,
where confronting Birnbach <Jirectly did not
The letter, of conrse, docsnot absolve students of the
need to examinethemselvesand see wiiether Birnbach was
no% in some measure, actuate in her accusations. Nor
does ft mean gfta$ Colby can forget feer review, assuming
that all wronp are righted. But it is a step in tbe right
direction. Bverybody concerned should read, and sign,
,
Ro&insott 5'& letter*

bach point out some good things about Colby, too? In all
t he con t rovers y th e last cou pl e o f weeks , Ms, Birnbach has,
to say the least , received some criticism from the Colby student body nnd administration. The renction was immediate
an d f uriou s, and that is admirable, The visit to Bolton College by Tom Claytor , Corey Humphreys , and Cici Bev i n
was , as wc have all heard so many times , a real in dication
of j ust how much pride wc take in our school, After all ,
our football team now has a marching band as well ns a
pep squad * (or the fi rst time in thirty years,
, Perhaps the best way to approach this problem is to first
determine just what she said about us. The following nrc
direc t q uotes :
, , *Sometinic!sl,Vbi'rli'ilt ,.i' tD'o,s6ri6iJs, thcir,hv^r_im|.lJit.u.

on grades and studying... "
x.

"I'd give anything for a student to stand up in class and
say 'Bullshit!'"
"1 hand back blu ebooks and 204 people go 'Whadja get?
Whaclya get?'**
"It's not apathy, it 's no time. "
Actually, these are not even her statements , but rather
statements from those who teach us, and statements from
us. Are students too seriou s about studying? Are they
apathetic about the other kind of learning, that being
awareness and fulfillment stemming from non-required activities? Do we get upset when , after completing a homework
as signmen t , we are told it will not bc graded?
Indeed , thesc problems are no worse at Colby than at
other schools, but that is not the issue. And we are oh so
proud of our school , to the point of airlifting a team of
valiant statesmen to defend us at the recent summit conference in Boston. And so proud of our school to lift
» • •* .« j «> i » • ' » • « » » • i . i
Continued on onoe 16

McCarthy is alive and well and laughing at Colby
by CHARLES BASSETT
In our team-taught section of Freshman English Composition,
Sandy Maisel and I have, for the past week, been discussing
Richard Rovere's biography of Senator Joseph McCarthy. I'm

Faculty Vie w
sure that to our students McCarthy 's reign of terror in the early Fifties seems ancient history indeed.
Not so to me, however. Still vivid is the letter I once got from
my parish priest denouncing me as a gull of the anti-Christ
because I had expressed reservations about Senator Joe's ethics
in a weekly column that I wrote for the campus newsletter. My
mother, the pious prelate asserted, would be ashamed of me.
In fact , my mother - for many years the only Democrat, save
George McGovern, in the state of South Dakota - cheered my
animadversions on the McCarthy character and methods, her
chief shame being that Senator Joe was Irish and Catholic like
her. She could not believe that any Irish Catholic could be as
treacherous and venal as McCarthy proved to be.
All of these memories are hardly pleasantly nostalgic recollections of happy days in the Fifties. Red Scares are fun only for
the zealots and witch-hunters who lead the chase. And the
tragedy of a brilliant historian like Jack Foner, surely one of
Colby's all-time great professors , barred from his CCNY

classroom for decades because of his political affiliations, undercuts any impulse toward nostalgia that one might feel for the
1950s.
Ah, but those days are gone forever, right?
Wrong!
Most of you don 't get THE COLBY ALUMNUS, "published quarterly for the alumni, friends/parents of students, seniors,
and faculty of Colby College." But to the McCarthy-burned,
two letters to the editor of the September 1984 number rumble
ominously.
One is from a Mr. Robinson (Class of '52) who laments the
disapperance of "the college conservatism of the late '40s and
'50s"; Robinson will withhold his financial contributions to Colby because Angela Davis, "a registered Communist," spoke here
last winter.
Perhaps even firmer in her convictions is Constance S. Shane,
Class of 1944, whose letter I quote in its entirety: "I cannot
support a college that has the activist Angela Davis speak on
campus. Arguments about freedom of speech don 't impress me.
Someone "makes the choice of what sort of people are there to
influence the students."
Wow!
I'll just bet that you didn't realize what a significant event
you missed last year at Colby. Alumni Robinson and Shane undoubtedly know better what happened: Angela Davis wove her
magic spell over the throng of 400 in Given, clouding their innocent minds with her vicious Marxist vision and successfully

Dr . Sp ot

recruiting dozens of dupes for her Bolshevist band.
But wait. Do you know anyone who began making bombs
in Mary Low or reading DAS CAPITAL in The Heights because
Angela Davis was "allowed" to speak at Colby? Do you know
of anyone who will even vote for Ms. Davis, the Communist
candidate for Vice President in 1984, because of her Given
speech? Do you recall any of the details of the Davis speech
at all? Somehow I doubt it.
Whatever the minimal political effects that a single Angela
Davis speech had on the Colby community last year , I for one
am more seriously concerned by alumna Shane's clear suspicion of free speech. Never mind if Davis- devious radical that
she is — might even have been right about the occasional fallibility of Casper Weinberger. Lord knows Davis, the cynical pinko,
has been known to doubt the virgin birth of U.S. Congressmen.
But she's a Commie; you can NEVER trust a Commie.
Worse still, alumni Shane and Robinson don 't trust YOU
either.You're not mature enough, not intelligent enough, not
perceptive enought to sort truth from error in a political speech.
You can be bowled over by Commie tricks, dazzled by Red
rhetoric. You can 'vote", but you shouldn't listen to political
speeches. Finally, my role — and the role of my colleagues in
the Colby faculty and administration ~ is to PROTECT you
liberal arts students from free speech. The Commies don't allow
free speech, do they? Hey . . .
Now tell me that Joe McCarthy isn't flashing that croaked
grin of his back in his Wisconsin grave.
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You'll say WCinderbar when you see our low prices.
October 4-14
Wide selection of casual and dress shoes for women,J|8^JH Q99
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622-5488

All weather
footwear for men.
• women and children.
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Camden
236-6598

Dear Ms. Birnbach ,
I , as a member of the Colby Community, would like to take this opportunity to respond in kind to your
slanderous attack against Colby College, an institution we all love so well.
Firstly, Ms. Birnbach , your attack
has come as somewhat of a blessing in
disguise. Never before in the college's
recent history have the faculty , the
students and the administration Been
so unified in opinion and objective. We
arc unified against you, Ms. Birn bach.
The extent of your primary research,
or lack thereof , at Colby is known by
us. Your literary merits, as evident in
your previous published works, are
also known by us. Your lack of tact
and good taste is painfully obvious to
us , as are . your questionable and

• TV

Con t inued from pa ge 13
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Rockland
594-4079

twisted sense of ethics and responsibility. Your most recent publication ,
ostentatiously listed as a college "guide
book" would probably have drawn little or no comment from the Colby
community were it not for your
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There, is a lot of bad feeling here,
Ms. Birnbach. In the city of Waterville,
on the campus grounds , in the offices
of the president and deans, in the dorm,
rooms and dining halls, athletic fields
and rehearsal halls, thousands of fires
burn. These fires , fueled by your
words, are burning with the light of injured pride, resentment, and anger.
WE'RE MAD AS HELL, AND
WE'RE NOT GOING TO TAKE IT!
Sincerely
John O.. Robinson
Class of 1985

—-

same type of debate four years ago?
Th e fact is , Reagan had trouble vironment has deteriorated to a
answering almost every single question shamefu l low has Mr. Reagan unravellbecause the accusations made of him inn at the seams.
Mondale knew this, and Americans
are true. Reagan is in fact a President
f or t he rich ; t h ere is j ust no gettin g now k now th i s , if they wa t che d t he
around this basic fact. And the debate. Walter Mondale is looking at
wonderful television camera knew this; the f u ture of America , specifically
this explains why Reagan looked like outlining his proposals to rid the counsomeone who was taking a lie detec- try of our cancerous deficit, a measure
tor test and was failing. In 1980, it was which our President has yet to do.
Television presents both good and
easy for him, he could speak of a grand
fu ture without the deficits of the Carter . bad actors. Ronald Reagan shimmered
Administration. The fact that the In 198 0, coming across as a man with
broken
Reagan reign has the highest deficits vision. Nov/, all he projects arc
1
in the history of the Presidency, thnt cam paign promises and hop eless
there arc over 200 Marines dead due rhetoric for a strong America , if TV
in , part to President Reagan 's ever had a positive side, this debate
....
negligence, and the -fact that the on- ¦ must have been it. .
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Continued from page 13

Life at Colby Prep—
by JOHN M. COLLINS
It 's been six weeks since Colby
prep opened its doors for business
and the burning question on the
minds of the plebes here is "Are

The Fifth
Column
you better off than you were last
year? " The powers that be have
spent over $16,000 for us to have
fun and hasn 't it been just that?
Actually , it 's not fair to cast
blame on organizers - they have
worked hard preparing for the initial weeks of camp, they should be

applauded for their efforts . The
task was formidable and they proved capable.
Following the Armageddon last
January, a lot of students saw hope
for a new beginning. A Commons
system that would unite the campus. Closer bonds among students
would develop. All this highlighted
by the plans for constructing a Student Union Center, a panacea for
social life.
In the meantime, social activities
(i.e. fun) that the fame-oh-fame
fraternities promoted were to be
organized by committees. We all
heard about the special think tanks
established to ensure a successful
opening this term. So they decide
to spend $6,000 bucks in the first

six weeks to get things rolling.
Unfortunately, as clearly
documented in this column a couple of weeks ago, restrictions especially alcohol - have hurt -the
system. In addition , it seems that
a 1 a.m. lights out policy dictates
our new bedtime. Case in point while attending the notorious seminaked semi-formal party at the
Heights recently, partyers were urged to leaveat 12:45 am. What 's the
story? No one goes out until 10 or
10:30 and we can then only stay for
two hours. Nice, heh , welcome to
the real world.

But the more important matter is
whether last year under Greek rule,
life on campus was more appealing .
Have you met more people with this
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Commons
more "personal
system? Or for that matter have
you seen any friends who live across
campus? Have you found yourself
scrounging around late looking for
life and finding none?
So Colby has spent a bundle the
past few weeks to debrief us of
fraternity life. That initial term is
now over. What are we to expect
now? Hall parties are discouraged
and the Commons can not be expected to provide entertainment
every weekend.
Individual response is the only
answer. Campus bands must be encouraged to perform , while an increase in financial support for the
student-run Coffeehouse to conContinued on page 16
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reasonable board charge at Colby. The
loss of fertile topsoil that results fron
non-organic, large-scale farming is one
such deferred cost. When farmers first
plowed up the Great Plains, the topsoil, essential for crop growth, was six
feet thick. Now it averages six inches,
and at the present rate of deterioration
will be only three inches by the year
2000.
Part of the reason for our vanishing
topsoil is the heavy application of
chemical nitrogen fertilizers rather than
organic fertilizers such as compost and
manure, which rebuild the topsoil.
These chemical nitrates also destroy the
ozone layer and poison the water
supply.
Erosion, though , is the main enemy
of the topsoil. The losses can be reversed, however, through proper husbandry . Such practices as growing cover
crops , allowing fields to regularly lay
fallow , and plowing with the contours
of the land can hold erosion at bay.
There are other solutions, too —
some in organic fanning, some in small
scale, labor intensive farming like the
Japanese and Amish employ. But these
charges may come too late, on the
verge of agricultural/economic
disaster, unless there is pressure from
consumers for healthier, more appropriately grown food.
A concerned student can have an impact by educating oneself and the community; by being active on a commons
food service council and demanding
healthier and more appropria tely obtained food; and by pressing the college to build a greenhouse to further
educate us on organically grown food
and to supplement our diet. While we
pursue these measures, though, the
best option in the meantime is to move
off-campus and take direct responsibility for what we eat.

•Conserva tion

Continued from page 13

run-off , and other pollutants .
As with nuclear war, the need for
strong preventative environmental action is immediate. The physical and
mental well-being of future generations
is at stake- as is ours . The most recent
acid rain legislation was voted down,
"pending further research to determine
probable cause." Meanwhile, lakes
continue to lose their fish , and trees in
the White Mountains of New Hampshire turn brown.
Ironically, the costs that would be
incurred by reducing pollutants may be
surpassed by the costs of increased
medical bills, deteriorating buildings ,
and lost tourism. The lakes and
streams of Maine, famous for trout
and salmon fishing, have already
acidified significantly. Other recent
abuses include the mismanagement of
toxic waste funds and the dismembering of the Environmental Protection
Agency.
Albert Schweitzer said , "Man has
lost the capacity to foresee and to
forestall. He will end by dest roying the
Earth. " Certainly, leaving a light on
in the cubes doesn't indicate our inability to forestall environmental collapse. But it is emblematic of ouv
disconcern for the environment. Many
Colby students will be leaders in
government and business in the future ,
able to make important decisions on
the environment. H opefully, memories
of the view from the top of Sugarloaf ,
or a bike ride with the foliage at its
peak , will influence these decisions.
The Colby ECHO encourages letters
and commentaries from all sources
within the Colby community- Letters
should be under roughly 250 words,
commentaries under 800*All submissions are due by 5:30 pm on the Monday before publication , neatly written
or typed. No anonymous submissions
will bc accepted , and the letters will only be printed anonymously after consultation with the editor.
All editorials are the opinion of the
editor; all other writing on the forum
pa ges ref lect s onl y th e op inion of th e
au thor.

•Was she right?

Continued from page 13
ourselves above the menial issues of the region in which we
live, which, after all, is "not the real world," but apparently
some backwoods place inhabited by "Nards."
"It's the frantic grind, motivated by need, not desire. "
It is this statement that encapsulates Ms. Birnbach's
review. It is this statement and its implications that we are
striking out at. Hiss, hiss, let's stand up for our school and
our rights and our pride. There are good things about Colby, to be sure, and perhaps one of them is indeed the reaction to the review.
But consider the word "need," as used here. Need for
what? Need for success? Or maybe it's the need to assure
ourselves that what we are doing is the right thing, that we
can make it work. Perhaps it's the need to know that we
are a "good" collection of people, that we're no worse than
any other students in the country. We hate being portrayed
in such a manner, "as evidenced by the general Colby
response, yet we need to be as good as everyone else. We
hate to be told that we can't question, but have we stopped
to consider the possibility that maybe the things she says
are true? Remember, the quotes she used came from home.
Those are our professors and our peers. The sentiments expressed there came from home too, and they haven't really
changed since then.
How many Colby students are at all familiar with Waterville's South End , or for that matter even know what it is?
How many Colby students have watched local families
struggle from one unemployment check to another * from
one doctor appointment to another? How many Colby
students have watched children playing, only half-clothed,

in empty dirt lots? Or how many have seen the police come
to their door, looking for a woman who left her year old
baby in her apartment for eighteen hours, without food ,
without attention?
That friends , is Waterville, and that is as "real world'.'
as it gets, anywhere. How many of us have been to the farm
country east of Fairf ield, or, to go a little farther, to the
beautiful Camden shores? That too is the real world. How
many know the name William Cohen, or what his record
on arms control is? That again is the real world, though
Mr. Cohen's policies seriously threaten that status. To ignore this world, to hide behind the excuse that "we're too
far away" is to return to that hated word "need." How
can any of us claim that we really are motivated by desire,
and not by need, when we do not express that desire and
take action because of it? The only apparent answer is that
Colby students do not care.
"Apathy is misapplied," students protest. "It's not
apathy, it's no time."
Of course we can't get involved in anything other than
our studies; we just don't have the time. Is this really true?
Perhaps. It certainly appears to be the common opinion
among the Colby student body. But if this is really true,
why have we allowed it to.be so?
"I'd give anything for a student to stand up in clas-s and
say "Bullshit!" ,
In our last elections, more students turned out to vote
than ever before . Hurray. Now we know that the movies
we are seeing and the dances we go to are what everyone

/wants. But was the abolishment of frats what everyone
wanted? Three quarters of the students voted to keep them,
but wake up, kids, 'cause the Chaplin Commons I drinking club doesn't quite have the same familiar ring to it. Do
all of us want an increase in tuition like we got last year,
and almost certainly will get this year? (And for the benefit
of those 59 percent Who don't know how-much Colby costs,
you're already paying $12,000 for tuition, room, and
board.) Are we all pleased with the fact that in this nonreal world place, perched up on a lonely hill, our friends
and neighbors run the risk of being assaulted when they walk
across campus? If we believe so strongly in our student
government, why do we face such problems?
Maybe we just don 't care enough to change it, in which
case we don't have much of a complaint against Ms. Birnbach. On the other hand, if we do care, and our government' isn't taking its job seriously enough, why do we continue to support it? If we .don 't have enough time to deal
with these matters, but feel we should, let's not let the administration impose a credit load that forces us to take five
courses a semester, let's pressure them to revise the curriculum and allow students to declare a minor. Demand adequate security. Demand reliable transportation , for it
doesn't seem (.reasonable to give students the means to get
to the bank in the afternoon. Stand up in class and say
"Bullshit!"
When -we, the student body of Colby, take command of
our government, when we demand that the administration
act reasonably and responsibly, then Lisa Birnbach and
those she quoted will have to think twice. But only when
we take the time to want to learn, only when we want to
change those things that we feel need changin, only then
will they be wrong.

Needed
more
nuclear
plants
by EDWARD MICHAUD
America has been blessed
with many natural resources. A
wealth, of oil and coal supplies
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CANCER.

NOTKNOWING
THE
RISKS ISYOUR
GREATEST RISK
A lot of people think,
cancer is unbeatable.
That simply isn 't true.
In fact, over two million
people have had cancer
and survived to lead
happj>, normal lives.
And not only can
cancer be beaten, it can
also be prevented.
There are defini te
precautions that have been
proven to decrease your
risk of getting certain
cancers.
Ask your local
Arpcrican Gmccr Society
to send you a free booklet
about cancer risks.
Learn the facts about
cancer.
And make not knowing the risks, one less risk.

AMERICAN
<^ CANCER
T SOOETY*
Howyou live mnyiiave jourllfe,

Con t inued from page 15
tinue sponsoring various types of
entertainment should be sought.
Creative people must be given access to cultivate social activities.
W h at isn 't needed are big campus wide parties that resemble frat
parties (i.e. remember the illustrious Around the World Pary reminded me of a KDR. party, onIv with securitvV
The Commons system was supposed to promote closer bonds
amon g students, Granted life
wasn 't so hot under the Greeks, but
are you better off now than you
nvere last year? Vote Democrat.
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has spoiled us to a point where
we are dependent on a limited
supply of fossil fuels. Other nations are not as lucky, and are
therefore forced to develop
alternative forms of energy.
Nuclear energy is the safest ,
cleanest, and most efficient
form of energy today. For these
reasons and others, industrial
countries who do not have
natural fuel supplies, such as
France and J apan , h ave mad e'
great strides toward its further
development. The problems
with America's nuclear industry
could be solved if the industries
and the public could learn
something from these countries.
Recently, t here have b een no
new orders for nuclear plants in
this country. Most plants under
construction are strapped financially, and some h ave gone
bankrupt. There are many
causes for this tragedy, on e is
how they started . There are
many companies which spend
t heir own money for research,
development, and construction.
With so many companies going
in all different directions, and
making quite different plants, it
is no won der the industr y is
failing.
.
In addition to that , nuclear
power plants are overregulated.
If the nuclear regulatory commission changes a construction
speci fication while the plant is
being built , no matter how far
the plant is along, it must bc
changed. Protestors , with their
bodies and their law suits, also
slow the construction of thesc
plants. All of this takes time,
which costs much money when
ono has to answer to .he banks.
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| Such a tiny cancer can
|
almost always b e cured.
I Mammography, a technique
of low-dose breast x-ray, can r
|
detect a cancer long before a
|
lump can be felt. While it is
|
still highly curable.
|
| Ifyou are over SO or
|
have special reasons to be
|concerned with breast
|cancer, ask your doctor
|about mammography.
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See what

more against anything nuclear
than anyone, (for good reason)
have eight utilities of which two
make the basic designs and the
others use them.
Both of these countries . have
progressed greatly in the last ten
years with nuclear power for
they have had no choice. They
must either create their own
power or buy expensive forsign

For these and other reasons the
nuclear industry has faltered in
this country.
As opposed to the many
utilities in the U.S., which build
nuclear power plants, France
has one. This builds all of their
plants, including the near completed Superphoenix; this will be
the worlds largest breeder reactor. Japan, whose people are

happen ed over
the weekend.
The ECHO
security report

oil. Meanwhile, not only has the
nuclear industry practically
halted in America, but the
government has cut off funding
for the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor, which would have paved the way for breeders in this
country. We also let the issue of
high level nuclear waste get in
our way. France simply vitrifies
(encases in glass) the waste and

buries it. They do not even have
vast deserts with self sealing salt
mines deep underground as we
do. A lesson taken from these
nations would be wise, for our
fossil fuels cannot last forever,
A strong America should not
be dependent on foreign oil. Oil
should not be wasted as a fuel
to power electricity producing
plants. It is too valuable a

material as fuel for vehicles and
as a source for synthetic products. Such a versatile substance
should be considered for the
future. Standard nuclear power
plants will lead to breeders,
which will eventually lead to fusion, which , when developed,
will use the oceans as fuel and
produce helium as a waste
product.
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PEPPERONI PIZZA

• discount beverages
• hot and cold subs
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Mules lose another
Lord Jeffs, who defeated Middlebury 28-10
last weekend.
Amherst has shown a potent running attack thus far and has rolled over CBB opponents, shutting out Bowdoin 43-0 and
downing Bates 21-5. Their offense is led by
QB Jeff Templeton, who rushed for 126
yards and passed for another 76 against
Middlebury . Also providing punch in the
backfield is Bob Minicus, who averaged
four and a half yards per carry and scored
6 TDs in 1983.
Colby expects to see the option all day,
a play that has hurt the Mules thus far this
year. "It's a tough play to defense, " says
Raymond , "And they'll be testing us will
it. This year we 've stopped it sometimes,
and it 's hurt us to. It's something we'll work
on this week."
As for the telling factor for Colby this

Kispe rt thre w f o r 139 yards, but

Senior Co-Captain Tom Pickering by victory over the University of Maine
lead a 1-2-3 sweep over the Universities avenged last year 's loss to Maine that
of Maine and New Hampshire, as the produced a 9-1 dual meet record for
Colby harriers concluded the dual meet Colby.
portion of their season with a 10-0
On Saturday the harriers venture to
record . Pickering, who received 1984
All America track recognition , was Middlebury College where they will atfollowed closely by fellow co-captain tempt to run down the Bobcats of
Art Feeley and sophomore sensation Bates for the NESCAC cross country
Hans Hagen, as the men's cross coun- title. The depth on this year's Colby
try team scored 29 points to Maine£ squad make it one of . the strongest
34 and New Hampshire's 58. The Col- teams in the school's history.
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MULE MUSINGS: For his 194 yard, 4 TD
performance, Lowell HB GAry Errico
received this week's Gold Helmet Award
from New England sports writers.
In the injury department, three Mules are
questionable to doubtful for the Amherst
game. LB Mark Phillips re-aggravated an
injured shoulder splitting time on defense
and playing special teams against Lowel, but
should see some action this week. Jim Feely (shoulder) and Carl Boutiette (knee) will

it wasn't enough.

Harri er s top New
Ham pshire , M aine
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nrobaWv sit out.
Elsewhere in New England, in Union's
20-0 win at WPI, QB Don Reward broke
formei BYU QB Steve Young's NCAA
record of 22 consecutive games with a TD
pass. He named ECAC offensive Player of ''
the week... In a battle of have-nots, Bowdon
edged Tufts 14-13 for its first win of the year
on a one yard Greg Smith TD with 12:35
remaining in the game... With Bates upsetting previously unbeaten Hamilton 27-14
and UMO defeating Lafayette, Colby remains the only winless team in Maine.
The New England Football Newsletter offered this comment on Colby in its latest
issue: "Look out for those Colby Mules! If
this kid QB Chip Kispert (only a freshman)
continues to develop, you can expect big improvement in the point-production department." At least someone is looking beyond
the record .

Saturday, Raymond believes it is emotion
that will determine the Mules' forte. "Emotion will make a difference for us. They're
fairly stable, because they've had success!
But our kids are up and down every day.
"If out guys want to play, there's no telling what will happen . If they don 't then
we're gonna get rolled over."
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BE THERE ! |

Get that sinking f eeling....

-,JJ

Aube 's Pic ks

Number one faces number two
in this weeks' big matchup
by BOB AUBE

It isn't very often that the topranked teams in one of the wire-service
polls square off against each other
head-to-head, especially in the regular
season. But that will be the case on
Saturday, when the Oklahoma
Sooners, ranked second in the latest
UPI poll , travel to Texas to take on the
top-ranked Longhorns.
The Sooners moved into the
number-two slot thanks to Purdue's
upset win over Ohio St., the Boilermaker 's second upset victory of the
season. And several other members of
the Top Twenty also went down in
defeat. Oklahoma St., Georgia Tech,
and Vanderbilt suffered their first
losses of the year , UCLA and Notre
Dame lost for a second time, and
Florida St. was tied by Memphis St.,
ending the former's hopes for a perfect
season.
Last week's record: 13-6, A gainst
the spread: 12-8. Season record :38-18;
Against the spread: 29-22.
_
_

Oklahoma at Texas: A renewal of a
long-standing rivalry, which has been
dominated by the Longhorns for the
past few years. Although both teams
are undefeated , the Sooners have been
relatively untested , while Texas already
owns big wins over Auburn and Penn
St. ... Texas 28 - Oklahoma 24.
Temple at Boston College: Starting
Saturday, the Eagles play eight consecutive weeks, thanks to the miracle
of modern college football television
coverage. In the past, BC has had trouble with Temple and Rutgers, but this
is a team with national championship
aspirations . . . BC 37 - Temple 21.
Washington at Stanford: The "Cardinals pulled an upset over UCLA last
week to tighten up the Pac-10 race,
while Washington was nearly upset
itself. However, without QB John
Faye, Stanford won't be able to put
enough points on the board to beat the
Huskies... Washington 27 - Stanford
13.
Penn St, at Alabama: Bear Bryant
must be turning over in his grave. It's
been al most 30 years since Alab ama
has had a losing record, but with a 1-4
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record , they're well on their way this
season . . . Penn St. 27 - Alabama 21.
Pittsburgh at South Carolina: The
Panthers are in almost the same situation as Alabama. They finally got their
first win of the year last Saturday, but
the Gamecocks will stop that streak
abruptly . . . South Carolina 27 - Pittsburgh 13.
Auburn at Florida St.: With three
straight victories, Auburn appears to
be back' - -on track. However, the
Seminoles still have visions of going to
a major bowl, and they have the
homefield advantage . . . Florida St.
28 - Auburn 24.
%
Vanderbilt at LSU: Both these teams
would like a trip to New Orleans on
New Year 's Day, and a win h ere would
be a giant step in that direction . . .
LSU 23 - Vanderbilt 21.
Mississippi at Georgia: Ole Miss
gave Auburn all it could handle last
week , and they could give the Dawgs
fits also. However . . . Georgia 23 Mississippi 17.
Illinois at Ohio St.: One of two important Big Ten games this weekend.
The Illini stayed in contention for the
Rose Bowl bid by downing Wisconsin
last week. With Michigan still remaining on th eir sched ule, t he Buckeyes can
hardly afford a second straight Big Ten
d e f e a t . . . Ohio St. 28 - Illinois 23.
Iowa at Purdue: The Boilermakers
are the only unbeaten team left in the
Big Ten after their upset win over Ohio
St. A win here would put Purdue in the
driver 's scat , while a Hawkcyc victory
would throw the conference race up for
grabs , . . Iowa 24 - Purdue 21,
Other games: Rutgers 20 - Army 17;
Notre Dame 29 - Air Force 28; Arkansas 24 - Texas Tech 21; Florida 27 Tennessee 21; Nebraska 27 - Missouri
20; USC 21 - Oregpn 20; Kentucky 28
- Mississippi St. 24;>SMU 30 - Baylor
13; Houston 28 - Texas A & M 27;
N.C. State 24 - Maryland 21.

Womerr s soccer starts out
sl uggi sh , comes out on top
goal, to the right of the goal, to the left of the goal , off
of the cross bar , off of the posts - everywhere but the net.
When they finally managed to get a shot on goal, Amherst
goalie Nancy Okonkwa was there to make the save. As the
game approached the 30 minute mark of the second half
(comparable to the start of the fourth quarter to you nonsoccer fans),.the Mules had yet to score. It wasn 't until 32
minutes into the second half that Martha McTavish took
a pass from Kathy Sullivan and slid it past the Amherst
goalie to tie the score. The fans erupted , almost in disbelief
that the Mules had finally managed to score. The crowd
was satisfied again only 7 minutes later as Lisa Tomasetti
knocked the ball into the Amherst net to complete the
'
comeback.
"We just weren't able to capitalize," said coach Terry
Parlin of the team's inability to score for much of the game.
Colby ended up with 39 shots on goal, compared with 13
for Amherst. The Mules are now looking ahead to their
busiest week of the season, with a home game ajgainst Bates
on Thursday , sandwiched between away games at Thomas
on Tuesday and St. Anselm's on Sunday.

by CHRIS WATT
The Colby Women 's soccer team arrived at a crossroads
this past weekend. With a 3-2 record and a game against
Amherst on Saturday, the Mules could finally attain respectability with a win, or sink into mediocrity if they suffered
a loss. The choice looked clear.
It didn 't appear as though the Mules had gotten the
message as the first half opened, though. The Lord Jeffs
broke the scoring column a mere 2:40 into the game.
Amherst's Alice Smith was left all alone.in front of the Colby net,\and it didn 't take her long to poke the ball past a
helpless Colby goalie, Molly Couch. It was unfortunate that
the Mules were scored on so quickly, but perhaps it was
just what they needed. The team came alive to dominate
the remainder of the first half , and although they didn 't
score , the effort and desire were now present.
The second half opened with the play rarely moving to
the Colby end of the field. The sparse but enthusiastic crowd
continued to "ooh" and "aah"as the Mules shot over the

Women give Tuft s the boot.

Men s soccer wallows at five -hundred
by GREG CUNNINGHAM

game Colby was unable to score until
later in the second half. Once again,
Mark Buike put them on top (l-O) on
an assist by Ted Goodrich . Barely ten
minutes had passed when Goodrich
added his own to seal the victory.

The Colby men's soccer team played
four games in the last two weeks, and
ended up typically with mixed results.
A combination of bad luck and inconsistency left the team with two losses
out of those four. The team played well
in their final home game, (before hitting the road for four straight) beating
the undefeated team from the University of Maine at Farmington. The game
was a defensive battle throughout the
first half and most of the second. Scoring machine Mark Burke finally got
Colby on the board at 34:04 in the second half when he connected on a pass
from Peter Bowers. Only nine minutes
later, Paul Swartz headed a pass from
promising freshman Mike Ayers past
the UMF defender to give Colby a 2-0
lead. The defense held tight for the
final three minutes and goalie Jeff King
recorded his second shutou t in three
starts.
On Freshman Parent's Weekend, the
team travelled to Medford , W1Ato take
on Tufts (1-2-0). Colby handed Tufts
its third loss in only four games as they
again recorded a shutout , behind goalie
Jeff King, 2-0. Just as in the UMF

After such strong defensive performances in its previous two games it -was
hard to believe that the same club took
the field against teams from Thomas
and Clark. Thomas, a strong team
from Waterville, ME, shut out the Colby offense for the first 15:00 of the
game. Finally at 30:00 in the second
half , Tony Bentivoglio chipped a 40
yarder over the Thomas keeper. This ,
however, was too little too late as the
Thomas offense had already accumulated three goals. Thomas was
able to connect on an impressive 3 out
of 9 shots on goal. The final score was
Thomas 3, Colby 1.
On to Worcester, Ma, the team went
to take on powerhouse Clark (4-1-1).
The off enses were obviously pumped
for this game as they exploded for a
total of 9 goals. The teams were even
with 16 shots apiece on goal. Colby
was given many chances as they took
9 cornerkicks. All of this offense was

not enough however, as Clark squeaked out a 5-4 victory in a thrilling game.
The unstoppable Mark Burke took
part in every one of the team's goals,
recording 3 goals and 1 assist. The
assist was to Bill Duncombe who
scored the other goal. The great offensive statistics obviously mean a lack of
defense; something that had not been
a problem for Colby in 7 of their
previous 8 games. Unfortunately for
Colby, on this day, the defense was not
on, as Clark peppered , the goal in the
second half to erase the 3-1 lead by
Colby.
Colby's record now stands at 4-4-1,
and their chances for a playoff are virtually nil. Scheduling changes made it
possible for Colby and the rest of the
N.E.S.C.A.C. league to participate in
the E.C.A.C. playoffs, therefore mak ing the N.E.S.C.A.C. playoffs obsolete. This means Colby is competing
for a playoff birth against all of the
East coast as opposed to just the
N.E.S.C.A.C. teams. The competition
is better and the births relatively fewer ,
therefore leaving Colby a team of only .500 little chance. The team 's nex t
home game is on Sat., Oct. 13 against
Conn . College at 10:30.

Colby Woodspeopl e begin season
by ELIZABETH BANWELL
Colby Women 's Tennis prepares t o hos t it s tournamen
t
this weekend.

The Colby Woodsunits had their
first meet this Saturday at Unity College, competing against teams such as
U.N.H., MacDonald 's, U.M.O.,
University of New Brunswick , -and
Unity. Colby held its own from beginning to end.
The meet was comprised of three
events: Two team events and one individual event which lasted all day.
Colby 's team was divided into two
teams: The A team was made up of
Jamie Getts, Tom Sawyer, Lenny
Scerra , Ken Doyle, Dave Herr , and
Matt Moran , and the B team which
was comprised of an odd assortment
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of Woodspeople ranging from Heidi
Lariguis, Ann Thayer , Dave Guillan ,
Elizabeth Banwell , Professor John
Gimble, and five Colby Alums.
Though never a contender for first
place, Colby is not soon to be forgotten. It seems nothing was too much for
this dynamic force. Trees fell as if by
command, thanks to Heidi Languis,
Ann Thayer , Tom Sawyer, and Jamie
Gets. Logs too, rolled with grea t ease
under the power of the teams' participants. The first event ended with the
building of a tee pee out of five logs.
The second event brought near recognition to Heidi Languis, Tom Sawyer,
Jamie Getts, and Mat t Moran who -
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were final contenders in ax-throwmg,
cookie chopping and pulp tossing
respectively .
Jamie Getts did manage to give Colby the recognition it deserved with a
first place in the ax-throwing competition. The successes are due in a large
degree to the presence of John Gimble, who proved to be a dynamic force
in these individual 's success. He attempted to show his true colors in the
ax-throwing event , usually his strong
point. His attempts were thwarted
when he missed the target. His failure
served only as impetus for Matt Moran
and Jamie Getts who went on to the
finals, with Jamie winning first in-thc
whole event. Tom Sawyer too , was only one drop of the ax away from first
place in the "Cookie Chopping" event,
He relinquished his position when he
opened his eyes while delivering his
final blow.
The third and final event was the
most varied, ran ging from pack running ,to canoeing, to wood splitting and
fire- building. The canoe seemed to
become a motor boat as HciduLanguis
paddled , and Jamie Gett's pack running wns done with the speed only Lee
Maj or 's could muster. Firebuilding put
ft close to the final event. Matt Moran ,
Lenny Scerra , Elizab et h Banwell , and
Ann Tha y er 's breaths could bc
para l leled only by Hurricane Di ana 's
w i nds, bringing the water to a boil and
the day 's even ts to a .close,
The Colby Woodsmen 's Team will
have Us next meet October 20, at the
University of New Brunswick, ' . .
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by PAUL MOONEY
It is a question of whether Colby's glass
was half-empty or half-full Saturday against
Lowell. "Sure it's a frustrating loss after the
way we started the game," says coach Chris
Raymond of the 28-14 loss in which six
Mule drives died inside Lowell territory.
"But, there's a lot to be positive about, too.
We were going against a good, deep, underrated team, and I think we just played above

QB Chip Kispert couldn 't
figure Lowell but -

our heads in the first quarter. But we're still
unstable at this point , and it all caught up
to us." .
The Mules were favored by rnany entering the game at Seaverns field, and it looked for a quarter as if these predictions would
hold true. They took the opening kickoff
and drove 76 yards in seven plays, including
two long completions from quarterback
Chip Kispert to ends Todd Perkins (five catches on the day) and John McNinch. Two
plays later, Mike Marra capped off the drive
with a one yard ph_n.ge for the score.
On their next possession, the Mules drove
to the Lowell 10, but Joe Mizhir missed a
27 yard field goal to the left. On the following play, Tom Valinote intercepted a Dan
O'Conner pass and returned it to the Lowell
35, but Colby failed to cash in , unable to
convert a fourth and five at the 14.
Colby's good fortune continued two plays
later when LB Sean Hooper recovered a
Gary Errico fumble at the Lowell 17, and
this time the Mules were able to capitalize.
Halfback Peter Dooling swept around right
end for six yards and the score that put Colby up 14-0 at the end of the fi rst quarter.
From there, the tables turned. The Mules
would penetrate Lowell territory twice
more, only to fumble and fail on an attempted field goal, while Lowell's Eirico reeled
of four consecutive touchdowns, including
a 47 yard scoring run off a draw play that
tied the game. He finished as . the game's
leading rusher, with 194 yards on25 carries.
In defeat , the Mules racked up 389 yards
of total offense, their most productive day
in two years. Dooling led the ground attack
with 140 yards on 23 carries, followed by
Frank Kelley, who rushed 18 times for 89
yards.
Raymond praised the performances of
both backs. "Dooling looked the way I had
always hoped he would look. And Kelley well, he had fewer yards, but he's still the
toughest guy out there. "
Kispert directed the Colby passing game
effectively once again, completing 11 of 22
for 139 yards. "He played well", said Raymond. "Since I've been here at Colby,

LB Mark Phillips leveled the ball carrier, but Lowell leveled the Mules.
we've only had three 100-yard passing v
games, and he's got two of them in his first
two starts.
"He overthrew a couple of people. But
he only threw one interception, and that' s
the key. They showed us zone coverage,
man coverage, everything, but only one interception. That's what I like to see in a
freshman OT. "

Looking back , Raymond can't figure out
why the Mules were favored. "Our kids
thought we were better than Lowell because
they read it, and it hurt to lose. Now they're
reading about how we have no killer instinct , and they 're getting down on

themselves.
"My job's to make them see what they Ve
accomplished. We were going abainst
basically a div . II team. You look at their
program and ours, and they have a bit advantage. They aren 't hamstrung by
NESCAC rules. They've been practicing
longer, they have a week off , and they bring
about 95 guys on the road. With our depth ,
how can we do consistently well against the
Lowells and Unions?"
Now .ht the remainder of the schedule includes only NESCAC opponents, Raymond
hopes that Colby will fare better. The Mules
travel to Amherst Saturday to face the 3-0

f rom the bleachers

Red looking for
some signatures
by TIM BONANG

Little of major importance is going on in the sports world
this week. Instead of devoting a whole column to something
as immaterial as pondering "Does Green Bay have the
resources to produce truly pulchitruduous cheerleaders '?"
I thought I would give time to a couple of issues.

It 's hard to believe another NBA season is knocking at
our doors. It seems like last season just ended with the
Boston Celtics adding yet another championship banner to
the rancid Garden rafters. Each of us has his own memories
of the event. I remember watching Game Seven in a bar.
Being the only Laker fan in the place (the only one east of
Dayton , OH for that matter) I was trying to keep a low profile, internally cheering every Magic Johnson pass and James
Worthy power slam. Midway throu gh the second quarter
I returned from te bathroom only to be pelted with 999
Peperidgc Farm gold fish-pretzels (and tumultous boos),
niy friends having disclosed my LA partisanship (now I
knew what Jack Nicholson felt like). Anyway I' m out for
revenge this year.
All sentiments aside though , the Celtics are in trouble as
far as their plans to repeat go. They are still missing Cornbread Maxwell and Gerald Henderson , who are out of action as a result of contract disputes. Both of them were very
key ingredients in last year 's championship drive. Maxwell ,
a seasoned front-court operative , is the elder statesman on
the team , a consistent performer in the regular season and
a holy terror in the play-offs . He is the perfect quiet complement to Larry Bird (the best player EVER ) in the other
forward slot.
Henderson is the point guard and is a super athlete. Tic
has improved every year he 's been with the Celts , and it
would bc a shame to see him float away to Cleveland ,
because the Celts didn 't sign him. If the Celts don 't sign

Max , Kevin McHale will step into the spotlight , which
wouldn 't be too bad except that you have an inept Greg
Kite and an inexperienced Michael Young filling McHale 's
old position. Failing to ink Henderson would be a far greater
sin, as his replacement would be the imperial Mormon, Danny Ainge. Ainge is a model of inconsistency and the result
of a chronic lack of confidence. Though each year he spouts
about a newly acquired inner fortitude , each year his play
betrays his enthusiasm. So Red, you listen to me. If you
don 't have a trade in the works with Dave Gavitt to bring
in Patrick Ewing and Pearl Washington before tile end of
October, then YOU'D BETTER SIGN MAXWELL AND
HENDERSON.

Now on to smaller and worse things : the Red Sox, If you
thought we had pulled the plug on that terminal patient (that
was the 1984 Red Sox) last week , you 're right , we did. But
there is some unfinished business, that will probably linger
on somewhere into late January ", Our beloved Bosox are
without a manager.
( Before you-Mnake some snide" remark like ,"Gec , who
would want to skipper a sinking ship?" bite your tongue.
Lots would. Earl Weaver, former Orioles manager , has
walked into the office of every NL and AL team on his knees
begging for a job. He has appeared to have cleaned up his
act , as he did the playoffs last week sans curly-Q perm. The
Sox could do much worse than hay ing a pitching expert at
Ihe helm.
Something gives mc a sinking suspicion .that "The Caplain , " Carl Yazstrcmski , will return in a plnyer-managcr
role a la Pete Rose. It might keep the bleachers filled but
I don 't think that the move would produce any World Series
appearances.
Ted Williams is out because he's loo busy fly fishing. Don
/Simmer is serving in a much more important position ns
Ihrid base conch of the Cubs. Why would he want to lose

esteem among his peers? Billy Martin wouldn 't cut it
because, in the fans ' eyes, he will always be a Yankee. Joe
Torre doesn 't know anything about Ihe American League ,
so he seems to bc the most likely candidate. Danny Ainge
might he out of a job come spring training time , and is
definitely on the Sox level of managerial incompetence. Who
knows? Come opening clay it won 't matter anyway. Bost on
will assuredly have another team primed to break New
Englan d' s heart.

